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Introduzione

La Capitale europea della cultura è una città designata dall'Unione Europea, che per il periodo
di un anno ha la possibilità di mettere in mostra la sua vita e il suo sviluppo culturale. Diverse
città europee hanno sfruttato questo periodo per trasformare completamente la loro base
culturale, e per promuovere la loro visibilità internazionale.
Il turismo culturale è il motore principale degli effetti ottenuti da questa iniziativa. In alcuni casi
gli effetti sono stati eccellenti, in altri discreti, in qualche caso mediocri: come vedremo, la
qualità degli effetti generati dall’evento è in stretta relazione con la qualità della gestione e
della creatività e versatilità delle proposte culturali offerte.
L’azione è iniziata nel 1985, con Atene come prima esperienza e nel 1986 con Firenze: queste
due città rappresentano, senza alcun dubbio, la cultura, l’arte e la bellezza più di qualsiasi altra
città del mondo, soprattutto come città che hanno generato le forme più elevate dello genio
artistico europeo e mondiale.
Ma subito dopo, il titolo di Capitale Europea della Cultura è stato assegnato ogni anno ad una
città: dal 1985 al 1999 il titolo era “Città Europea della Cultura” a rotazione, ma a partire del
2000 il titolo ha cambiato in Capitale Europea della Cultura e viene assegnato normalmente
(salvo rare eccezioni) a più di una città ogni anno, per consentire di ampliare l’accesso alle
candidature.
Le assegnazioni sono state stabilite, per il momento, fino al 2033.
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Chapter 1
EUROPEAN CAPITAL OF CULTURE
COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES
Brussels, 30.5.2005
COM(2005) 209 final
2005/102 (COD)
Proposal for a
DECISION OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF THE COUNCIL
establishing a community action for the European Capital of Culture event for the years 2007
to 2019
(presented by the Commission)
EXPLANATORY MEMORANDUM
1. INTRODUCTION
The European City of Culture was launched by the Council of Ministers on 13 June 1985.
Until 2004, the European Cities of Culture had been selected on an intergovernmental basis
whereby Member States unanimously selected cities worthy of hosting the event.
Decision 1419/1999/EC1, adopted on the basis of Article 151 of the Treaty establishing the
European Community, amended the procedure for selecting the cities from 2005 onwards,
known as “European Capitals of Culture” (ECOC). The ECOC is now decided by the Council on
the basis of a Commission recommendation, which takes into account the view of a jury of
seven independent members. The selection is based on criteria laid down in the above
Decision. This Decision includes a list of EUR-15 Member States (Annex 1) setting out the
chronological of entitlement from 2005 to 2019 (2).
The ten new Member States, which joined the EU on 1 May 2004, were not included in this list.
The Commission, therefore, submitted a proposal to amend Decision 1419/1999/CE in
November 2003 to enable the new Member States to propose an ECOC from 2009. This
proposal was adopted by the European Parliament and the Council on 13 April 2005. As a result,
from 2009 onwards, there will be two European Capitals of Culture each year (one from the
EUR-15, one from the new Member States).
2. NEED TO REVIEW THE CURRENT DECISION
2.1. Improvements required from the experience and consultation of the stakeholders
The Commission launched a study (3) (hereafter: ECOC study) which confirms that the ECOC
action is generally viewed very positively by the general public. Nevertheless, the
implementation of the designation process, as laid down in Decision 1419/1999, revealed a
number of weaknesses, in particular with regard to:
- the competition between cities;
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- the role of the selection panel;
- the question of monitoring
- the European dimension
- the question of timing
- the participation of third countries.
The assessment reports of the selection panels, the Committee for culture, youth, education,
media and sports of the European Parliament in its report of the first reading of the modified
decision, as well as the ECOC study confirmed these weaknesses. Accordingly, the present
proposal, based on the various contributions, aims at replacing Decision 1419/1999 as amended
on 13 April 2005. It also aims at improving, i.a. the transparency of the selection process and the
definition of European added value.
1 Decision 1419/1999/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 25 May 1999 (OJ L
166, 1.7.1999). http://www.europa.eu.int/eurlex/pri/en/oj/dat/1999/l_166/l_16619990701en00010005.pdf
2 Starting with Ireland in 2005, followed by Greece in 2006.
3 Study on European Cities and Capitals of Culture and the European Cultural Months (1995-2004)
(Palmer-Rae Associates August 2004) –
http://www.europa.eu.int/comm/culture/eac/sources_info/studies/capitals_en.html
2.2. Outline of the proposal
A) Strengthening the competition element
Following careful consideration of various competition models, the Commission has:
- rejected the idea of a totally open competition, Europe wide, with any European city being
able to be nominated. Such an approach would require, each year, considerable and
disproportionate resources in the Commission, the selection panels and the Members States. It
would also not guarantee rotation between Member States.
- ruled out a limited competition system which would impose a minimum of two proposals for
each Member State; this system offered no guarantee of a stronger European dimension of
ECOC events. Furthermore, all Member States might not be in a position to present a minimum
of 2 proposals.
On this basis, the Commission has opted for a system which encourages Member States to
organise competition at national level between interested cities.
B) Role of the selection panel
The Commission proposes establishing a “mixed” selection panel consisting of 7 experts
designated by the European Institutions, of which one taking the Chair, and 6 experts
designated by the Member State concerned, in agreement with the Commission. The 7 experts
should be appointed in turn for 3 years by the Council, the European Parliament, the
Commission and the Committee of the Regions in accordance with the criteria laid down in
Article 5(3) of this proposal. The overall composition of the panel should ensure adequate
balance between local and national interests and guarantee the “European” dimension ahead
of the national selection decision.
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The Member State concerned should launch a call for submission of applications 6 years before
the event is due to begin, and organise an information day for potential candidates.
The selection panel should meet 5 years before the event to agree on a short-list of candidates.
It should prepare a report on the candidates’ programmes and make recommendations to the
candidates short-listed. The report should be submitted to the Member State concerned and
the Commission.
The panel should meet 9 months after the first selection meeting in order to prepare a report
on the programmes of the short-listed candidates, and, on that basis, recommend a city for
nomination as ECOC. The report should also contain recommendations to the selected city. It
should be submitted to the Member State concerned and to the Commission.
The Member State concerned should notify one nomination 4 years before the event is due to
begin. The European Parliament may forward an opinion to the Commission within the
following two months. On that basis, the Commission would make a Recommendation to the
Council. The Council would then designate the city.
C) Monitoring by the “European monitoring panel”
The Commission proposes establishing a “European monitoring panel” (EMP) for the period
after the designation of the ECOC until the start of the event. It would focus on the European
dimension of the programme and contribute, wherever necessary, to ensuring the European
added-value of the programme.
This European monitoring panel will be composed of only the 7 members of the selection panel
designated, in turn as explained in 2.2.B, by the European Institutions. The EMP should provide
cities with support and guidance in further elaborating their programme:
Two years before the event is due to begin, the EMP should carry out a mid-term monitoring of
the project and programme of the two cities on the state of the preparation as well as on the
European dimension.
Six months at the latest before the event, the EMP should meet again with the authorities of
the designated ECOCs to take stock and assess the preparatory work done so far and the
remaining steps to be taken. The EMP should then issue a final monitoring report, not later
than one month after the final meeting.
On this basis, the Commission may award a prize to the designated cities, provided that their
authorities met the commitments made during the selection phase and adequately responded
to the recommendations issued by the panels during the selection and monitoring phase.
D) European dimension – selection criteria
The ECOC programme of activities should include events/actions which highlight the European
dimension and offer European added value. The following aspects should be emphazised :
-a European dimension, which should foster multilateral cooperation between cultural
operators at all levels, highlight the richness of cultural diversity and bring the common aspects
of European cultures to the fore;
-b citizenship dimension, which should raise the interest of the citizens living in the city and
from other countries and be an integral part of the long term cultural development of the city.
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E) Timing
Past experience and the ECOC study confirm that the overall planning time needs to be
extended. The selection process should start six years before the event is due to begin (preselection / selection / nomination). The Council should be in a position to designate the ECOCs
four years before the event.
F) The participation of third countries
On the basis of the ECOC study, the Commission proposes a maximum of two ECOCs per year.
This approach is in line with the March 2005 Decision which integrates the new Member States.
More than two ECOCs per year would harm visibility of the event. Therefore, the reference to
the nomination of an ECOC by third countries has been dropped. Instead, the successful
“cultural month” initiative which was in place for third countries until 2003 could be resumed.
Discussions on this possibility should take place outside of the ECOC context.
G) Conclusion
As a result, the European Capitals of Culture will be designated in 2 phases, on the basis of the
assessment of a panel composed of experts appointed by the Institutions and experts
designated by the Member States concerned. A monitoring panel will support the designated
cities in their preparation phases until the start of the event. A prize will reward the quality of
the programme (particularly the relevance of the European dimension) once finalised.
This scheme maintains a good balance between national and local priorities and the required
European added value of the action.
3. FLANKING MEASURES
The selection panels, the European Parliament, the Committee of the Regions and the ECOC
study call for several flanking measures to:
- improve transparency of the selection process;
- clarify the aims and objectives of the ECOC event;
- clarify the selection criteria;
- define the concept of European dimension;
- provide guidance to potential candidates.
On that basis, the Commission will develop relevant documentation, including specifications for
the submission of nominations and the related official reports. This material will be made
available online as soon as possible, starting in the year 2006. The Commission will also
promote information and exchange of experience between ECOCs.
4. RESOURCES - DURATION OF THE VALIDITY OF THE DECISION
4. 1. Resources
This proposal has no direct financial implications. The financial aspect in relation to the ECOCs is
dealt with in the framework of the Culture 2000 and future Culture 2007 programmes. At this
stage, the Commission’s proposal for the Culture 2007 programme would allow up to a tripling
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of the Community contribution to each individual ECOC as compared to the current
programme.
4.2 Date of application (transitional period)
The present proposal, which replaces and repeals Decision 1419/1999, will apply as of 2007. It
includes a transitional period between the two schemes in order to cover the designations for
2011 and 2012.

Proposal for a
DECISION OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF THE COUNCIL
establishing a community action for the European Capital of Culture event for the years 2007
to 2019
THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN UNION,
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Community, and in particular Article 1514
thereof,
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission5,
Having regard to the opinion of the Committee of the Regions6,
Acting in accordance with the procedure laid down in Article 251 of the Treaty ,
Whereas
(1) Decision 1419/1999/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council 8 established a
Community action for the European Capital of Culture event for the years 2005 to 2019
(2) A study which has been carried out into the results achieved by European Capital of Culture
event until 2004 showed that it has a positive impact in terms of media resonance, the
development of culture and tourism and the recognition by inhabitants of the importance of
their city having been designated. However, this action still needs to be improved.
(3) The stakeholders of the event stressed problems in the selection process laid down in the
Decision 1419/1999/EC, and recommended monitoring the proposals, particularly in order to
enhance their European dimension.
(4) The importance and impact of the European Capital of Culture calls for the creation of a
mixed selection process, involving national and European levels, and the introduction of a
strong monitoring element.
(5) The preparation phase of the event is of crucial importance for its success in accordance
with the objectives of the action.
(6) A monitoring phase after the designation is needed to guarantee the European added value
of the action.
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(7) It is important to reward the quality of the programme in terms of the objectives and
criteria of the action and particularly the European added value by awarding a prize.
(8) The designation process laid down in this Decision needs a period of six years to be
implemented ; this period cannot be guaranteed for the years 2011 and 2012 given that this
Decision enters into force in 2007. For these years a designation process is provided, as laid
down in Decision 1419/1999/EC as modified by Decision 649/2005/CE.
(9) In the interests of clarity, Decision 1419/1999 should be replaced by this Decision.
HAVE DECIDED AS FOLLOWS
Article 1
Subject matter
A Community action entitled "European Capital of Culture" is hereby established in order to
highlight the richness and diversity of European cultures and the features they share, as well as
to promote greater mutual acquaintance between European citizens.
Article 2
Access to the action
1. Cities in Member States shall be entitled to be designated as European Capitals of Culture for
one year, in turn, as set out in the list of the Annex .
2. The designation shall apply to one city of each of the Member States appearing in the list
referred to in paragraph 1.The chronological order set out in that list may be altered by mutual
agreement between the Member States concerned.
Article 3
Applications
1. Every application shall include a cultural programme with a European dimension, based
principally on cultural cooperation, in accordance with the objectives and action provided for
by Article 151 of the Treaty.
2. The cultural programme of the event shall be specifically created for the European Capital of
Culture year, highlighting the European added value in accordance with the criteria laid down in
paragraph 3.
3. The cultural programme shall meet the following criteria, grouped into two categories called
“The European Dimension” and “City and Citizens”:
As regards “The European Dimension”, the programme shall: (a) foster cooperation between
cultural operators, artists and cities from other Member States in any cultural sector,
(b) highlight the richness of cultural diversity in Europe,
(c) bring the common aspects of European cultures to the fore.
As regards “City and citizens”, the programme shall:
(a) raise the interest of the citizens living in the city and its surroundings as well as of citizens
from abroad,
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(b) be sustainable and be an integral part of the long term cultural development of the city.
4. The programme shall last one year. In duly justified cases designated cities may opt
for a shorter period.
A linkage between the programmes of the designated cities of the same year shall be
made.
Cities may choose to involve their surrounding region in their programme.
Article 4
Submission of applications
1. A call for submission of applications shall be published by each of the Member States
concerned no later than six years before the event in question is due to begin.
These calls for submission of applications, aimed at the candidate cities for the title, shall
mention the criteria laid down in Article 3 of this Decision and on the Commission web site.
The deadline for submitting a proposal under each of these calls for submission of applications
shall be scheduled ten months after its publication at the latest.
The proposals received under these calls shall present the outlines of the programmes which
the candidate cities plan to realize for the given year.
2. Proposals shall be notified to the Commission by the Member State concerned.
Article 5
Selection panel
1. A selection panel, shall be established to assess the proposals of the candidate cities and to
recommend the nomination of one city by the Member State concerned.
2. The selection panel shall consist of 13 members. The members are appointed by the
European Parliament, the Council, the Commission and the Committee of the Regions and by
the Member State concerned each year. It shall designate its chairman among the personalities
nominated by the European Parliament, the Council, the Commission and the Committee of the
Regions.
3. Two Panel members shall be appointed by the European Parliament, two by the Council, two
by the Commission and one by the Committee of the Regions.
These selection panel members shall be independent experts with no conflicts of interest and
with substantial experience and expertise in the cultural sector, in cultural development of
cities or in organization of European Capital of Culture. They shall be appointed for three years.
By way of derogation to the first subparagraph in the first year this Decision is in force, two
experts shall be appointed by the Commission for one year, two by the European Parliament
for two years, two by the Council for three years and one by the Committee of the for three
years.
4. Each of the Member States concerned shall nominate six personalities as members in
agreement with the Commission, who shall be independent from the cities which applied to
the call for submission of applications.
These selection panel members shall be independent experts with no conflicts of interest and
with substantial experience and expertise in cultural sector or city development.
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Article 6
Pre-selection
1. Each of the Member States concerned shall convene the relevant selection panel as laid
down in Article 5 no later than five years before the event is due to begin.
2. Each of the selection panels shall assess the proposals of the cities which applied to each of
the calls for submission of applications, assessing their proposals according to the criteria laid
down in Article 3.
It shall agree on a short-list of candidates which are to be further considered and issue a report
on the proposals of the candidate cities and recommendations to the short-listed candidates.
It shall submit its report to the competent Member State and the Commission.
Article 7
Final selection
1. The short-listed cities shall complete their proposal and transmit the completed bid to the
Member States concerned, which shall then forward it to the Commission.
2. Each of the Member States concerned shall convene the relevant selection panel, for final
selection, nine months after the first selection meeting.
It shall evaluate the amended programmes of the short-listed cities according to the criteria of
this action and the recommendations issued by the panel during its pre-selection meeting.
It shall issue a report on the programmes of the short listed candidates together with a
recommendation for the nomination of one city to become European Capital of Culture.
The report shall also contain recommendations to the selected city concerning the progress
and the development to be achieved by the given year, if designated as European Capital of
Culture by the Council.
The report shall be submitted to the Member State concerned and to the Commission.
It shall be published on the internet site of the Commission.
Article 8
Designation
1. Each of the Member States concerned shall nominate one city to be European Capital of
Culture and shall communicate it to the European Parliament, the Council, the Commission and
the Committee of the Regions, no later than four years before the event is due to begin.
The nomination must be accompanied by a justification for the decision based on the reports of
the selection panel.
The nomination shall take into account the recommendations issued by the selection panel.
2. The European Parliament may forward an opinion to the Commission not later than two
months after receipt of the nominations of the Member States concerned.
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The Council, acting on a recommendation from the Commission drawn up in light of the
opinion of the European Parliament and the justifications based on the reports of the selection
panels, shall officially designate the cities in question as European Capitals of Culture for the
year for which they have been nominated.
Article 9
Mid term Monitoring
1. The designated Capitals of Culture shall issue a mid term progress report to the Commission,
at the latest 27 months before the event is due to begin, on the state of the preparations of the
programme for the event.
The Commission shall ensure independent evaluation of this report.
2. No later than 24 months before the event is due to begin, the Commission shall convene the
seven experts nominated by the European Parliament, the Council, the Commission and the
authorities responsible for the implementation of the programmes of the cities designated as
European Capitals of Culture.
From this stage these experts form a “monitoring panel”.
They shall meet to evaluate the preparation of the event, particularly concerning the European
added value of the programmes.
The monitoring panel shall issue a mid term monitoring report on the state of the preparations
for the event, and the steps still to be taken, in line with the objectives and criteria of the action
and the recommendations laid down in the reports of the selection panels referred to in article
7(2).
The mid term monitoring report shall be transmitted to the Commission and to the cities and
Member States concerned not later than one month after the mid term monitoring meeting. It
shall be published on the internet site of the Commission.
Article 10
Final monitoring
1. The nominated Capitals of Culture shall issue a final progress report to the Commission, at
the latest nine months before the event is due to begin, on the state of the preparations of the
programmes for the event. The Commission shall ensure independent evaluation of this report.
2. The Commission shall convene a meeting of the monitoring panel with the authorities
responsible for the implementation of the programmes of the cities which have been
designated as European Capitals of Culture no later than six months before the event is due to
begin in order to evaluate the preparation of the event, particularly concerning the European
added value of the programme.
The monitoring panel shall issue a final monitoring report on the state of the preparations for
the event, and the steps still to be taken, in line with the objectives and criteria of the action
and the recommendations laid down in the reports referred to in article 7(2) third
subparagraph and in article 9(2), fourth subparagraph.
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This final monitoring report shall be transmitted to the Commission and to the cities and
Member States concerned not later that one month after the final monitoring meeting. It shall
be published on the internet site of the Commission.

Article 11
Prize
On the basis of the report referred to in Article 10(2), second subparagraph, the Commission
may award a prize to each of the designated cities provided that their programmes meet the
criteria of the action and the recommendations issued by the panels during the selection and
monitoring process as referred to in Articles 9 and 10. This prize shall reward the quality of the
programme in accordance with the objectives of the programme as specified in Article 3.
Article 12
Evaluation
Each year the Commission shall ensure external and independent evaluation of the results of
the European Capital of Culture event of the previous year in accordance with the objectives
and criteria of the action laid down in this decision.
A report on that evaluation shall be presented by the Commission to the European Parliament,
the Council and the Committee of the Regions.
Article 13
Repeal
Decision 1419/1999/EC as modified by Decision 649/2005/CE is hereby repealed.
Article 14
Transitional provisions
1. The cities designated as European Capitals of Culture for 2010 on the basis of Decision
1419/1999/EC as modified by Decision 649/2005/CE shall be submitted to the monitoring process
laid down in Articles 9 and 10 of this Decision. The Commission may award a prize to the
designated cities on the basis of Article 11 of
this Decision.
2. By way of derogation to Article 4 to 8, the nominations for European Capitals of Culture
concerning the years 2011 and 2012 shall be governed by the following decision procedure:
1) Cities in Member States shall be designated as European Capital of Culture, in turn, as set out
on the list contained in Annex.
2) Each Member State shall submit, in turn, its nomination of one or more cities to the
European Parliament, the Council, the Commission and the Committee of the Regions.
3) This nomination shall be submitted no later than four years before the event in question is
due to begin and may be accompanied by a recommendation from the Member State
concerned.
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4) The Commission shall each year form a selection panel which shall issue a report on the
nomination or nominations judged against the objectives and characteristics of this action.
5) The selection panel shall be composed of seven leading independent personalities who are
experts on the cultural sector, of whom two shall be appointed by the European Parliament,
two by the Council, two by the Commission and one by the Committee of the Regions.
6) The selection panel shall submit its report to the Commission, the European Parliament and
the Council.
7) The European Parliament may forward an opinion to the Commission on the nomination or
nominations not later than three months after receipt of the report.
8) The Council, acting on a recommendation from the Commission drawn up in the light of the
opinion of the European Parliament and of the selection panel's report, shall officially
designate the city in question as a European Capital of Culture for the year for which it has
been nominated.
9) The nomination shall include a cultural programme based on the criteria laid down in Article
3.
Article 15
Entry into force
This Decision shall apply from 1st January 2007.
Date and place
For the European Parliament
The President
For the Council
The President
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Chapter 2
The experience of Bergen (Norway)
BEST PRACTICES OF THE EVENT :
“ EUROPEAN CAPITAL OF CULTURE” 2000

1. TITLE OF THE ACTION :
Bergen city of culture 2000
2. LOGO USED FOR THE COMMUNICATION OF THE ACTION :
Not available on net, but see the Norwegian language Report
3. SHORT DESCRIPTION OF THE ACTION :
Bergen 2000s program covered both the city and the region – an area with an automobile
travelling time of 3 hours south, 5 hours inwards and 6 hours north of the city, with a
population of 700 000. The regional program was concentrated to the summer months. The
programme started on the 17th of February 2000 and ended on the 3rd of December 2000. The
program focused on small and medium sized producers, primarily in the contemporary field.
The final program had three main focuses:
· Contemporary arts from small and medium sized producers.
· Community based (often non-professional) cultural expression.
· A regional program over much of Western Norway.
A number of themes connected these groups: Coastal culture, public spaces, and others.
A percentage estimate is 60% professional projects and 40% community projects. But 75% of the
support went to profession projects. Artists, institutions or groups that would be active after
2000 produced almost all projects, a small number were produced by Bergen 2000.
4. KEY OBJECTIVES PURPOSED BY THE COUNCIL :
· The main motivation behind the cultural capital bid was to crown ten years of
municipal strengthening of culture with a showcase of what had been achieved.
· The year was to present Bergen on national and European stages, to fill the new
arenas and to create greater publics for artists and institutions.
· Cultural and artistic life was to “show what they were good for”.
· In addition there were tourism and image goal, but these were subservient to
the artistic and cultural goals
5. LIST OF THE ACTORS, PARTNERS AND PLAYERS INVOLVED IN THE PROGRAMME :
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·
·

Over 500 partners in the cultural sector. All major and medium institutions in the
area were partners with one exception (the largest theatre). See main report for
details.
Helsinki, Reykjavik, Brussels, Krakow, Prague, Bologna, Avignon and Santiago de
Compostella, were important international partners.

6. BUDGET : Total budget of 12,7 mill euro.
7. FUNDING STRUCTURE ( e.g. pourcentage of the public and private contributions, grants
etc.) :
BUDGET

TOTAL

OPERATING INCOME
1. Public

Euro

National government

4.63

City

3.26

Region

0.54

EU

0.28

2. Private
Cash and in-kind sponsorship

3.15

3. Other
Trusts, foundation, donations

0.13

All commercial income

0.45

TOTAL OPERATING INCOME

12.44

OPERATING EXPENDITURE
Promotion and marketing

0.91

Program

5.60

Wages, overheads, sponsorship

6.20

TOTAL OPERATING
EXPENDITURE

12.71

8. MAIN OUTCOMES OF THE ACTION :
·
·

Strong genuinely popular program that was used by many – all groups satisfied,
most satisfied were low income families with children.
Long term strengthening of small and medium contemporary cultural and artistic
producers with larger publics, better networks and higher competence
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·
·

Higher level of public for the cultural sector in the years after – arenas in Bergen
sold between 30% and 70% more tickets than in 1999, and numbers after 2000 are
above for the years before.
Art and culture established in the tourist marketing of the city alongside the
traditional image of “Gateway to the fjords”.

9. SHORT TERM EFFECTS (e.g.in the tourist flows) :
Bergen 2000 was founded on the idea that a year based on purely cultural and artistic goals
would also pay off for other sectors. This was proved true.
Bergen’s national image improved:
·

48% in a national opinion saw Bergen as a cultural city, only 38% saw the capital
Oslo in this way in the same opinion.
· 74% of Norway’s population knew that Bergen was European City of Culture in
2000, 63% believed that the cultural year had shown Bergen in a positive way, in
Western Norway the positive view was echoed by 73% and by 66% in the capital
Oslo. Only 5% disagreed.
Bergen received massively more international coverage, of a more positive level and focused
on culture and not on resources and nature as before.
31% of Norway’s population were in Bergen in 2000, and 14% of the countries population could
remember, in December 2000, that they had been a part of an event or seen a project that was
part of Bergen 2000s program.
Tourism was strengthened: Hotels up 5% in a market that nationally fell by 5%. Other illustrative
numbers are 10% more passengers Copenhagen – Bergen and 21% more Oslo – Bergen. City
centre businesses had 4% higher growth than the national average; this reflects the larger
number of people in the city centre as a result of Bergen 2000s program and events.
10. LONG TERM EFFECTS (e.g. in the cultural permanent infrastructures & facilities)
Several lasting organisations were created by the year, including the BergArt Festival (involving
eight local companies) and BRAK (to support the local music industry). West Norway has a
growing reputation in pop music and film, both sectors actively supported by the City of
Culture. Cultural life in Bergen report on improved international connections.
Effects on the economic level there are:
·
·
·

Higher ticket sales for partner institutions.
Culture and the arts are now a foundation for the Bergen tourist boards marketing,
complementing the earlier emphasis of history and nature.
There is also higher spending on culture both privately and from the public purse.

The cultural year gave cultural life a chance to show what could be made possible with extra
money. The success of the program has been followed up by the city. The cities cultural budget
has permanently been higher than in 2000 (including support for Bergen 2000) since 2002. The
year has also strengthened local political support for arts and culture and the experiences are
the foundation of a new generation of ambitions plans.
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There were also cultural infrastructure improvements, growing or extending the local audience
for culture, a more developed programme of cultural activities and arts events, new projects,
events or festivals still running, continuing development of the talent/careers of local artists
and raised international profile of the city/region
11. PERSON TO BE CONTACTED FOR FURTHER INFORMATION OR DOCUMENTATION
CONCERNING THE ACTION :
William Hazell
Arts advisor
Department of arts and culture
City of Bergen
Tel. 5556 5874
Email: William.hazel@bergen.kommune.no
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ALLEGATO N. 1 (BERGEN) – REPORT OF THE MANAGEMENT TEAM ON THE
EVENT “EUROPEAN CITY OF CULTURE)

BERGEN’S SUCCESSFUL YEAR AS

EUROPEAN CITY OF CULTURE IN 2000
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BERGEN’S SUCCESSFUL CITY OF CULTURE IN THE YEAR 2000
The European Union appointed Bergen, in Norway, as a European City of Culture in 2000.
Context
Norway is geographically large, lightly populated, with strong regional and local identities.
Bergen has 230 000 inhabitants and is Norway’s second city and the largest city of Western
Norway where 25% of the population live. The regions economy is export oriented; Bergen’s
economy is primarily connected to the sea and contains complete and internationally
competitive maritime and marine clusters as well as the major production base for North Sea
oil and gas. Bergen is home to a university and other colleges and research institutions.
Bergen is sited spectacularly between the mountains and the sea. Amongst the cities cultural
monuments are a UNESCO world heritage site and one of Europe’s most important extent
wooden cities. Historically Bergen has been a city of music and theatre. The city today is home
to several professional theatres, a full philharmonic orchestra, a range of museums and local
and international festivals. On a European level Bergen has strong milieus in contemporary
theatre and dance, international interest in the textile and ceramic arts and a growing
international recognition for the jazz, club and electronic music scenes.
Norway was a medieval nation that was in union with first Denmark and then Sweden from the
14th century until1905. A long history connected to a young political structure has resulted in
nationally oriented cultures in the last 150 years. On the other hand as a small country and
language in the periphery Norway has also been connected to international cultural trends.
Aims for a cultural city year
In the early 1990’s the City of Bergen established ambitious plans to strengthen Bergen as a city
of art and culture. The plans resulted in more financial support for artists and institutions and in
new and refurbished cultural arenas.
The main motivation behind the cultural capital bid was to crown ten years of municipal
strengthening of culture with a showcase of what had been achieved. The year was to present
Bergen on national and European stages, to fill the new arenas and to create greater publics
for artists and institutions. Cultural and artistic life was to “show what they where good for”.
Bergen first sought the status for 1997 or 1998 with at traditional program of events. The bid
was renewed for 2000 with a more open program.
The Bergen 2000 Organisation – “Kulturby Bergen 2000”
Bergen 2000 was organised as an independent foundation. Its 10-member board consisted of 5
from the city, 1 from the region, 3 from cultural institutions and 1 from the private sector.
The organisation received an extensive mandate with both ideal and practical elements. The
foundation was to run a broad program of cultural activities, expand local audiences, raise the
competence of cultural life and ensure that the projects would lead to long-term cultural
development. The foundation was to work within existing city plans. Whilst the mandate also
had economic goals, such as tourism, the focus was clear – cultural and artistic goals first.
The mandate was criticized as both too broad to produce useful consensus, and too ambitious
for the resources available. It was refined into a mission statement that defined the Bergen
2000 organisation as a “connecting point”, an arena for cultural and artistic projects on these
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projects own premises. Bergen 2000 itself was to be an “invisible” helper whilst the producers
of the program were to be seen by the public. The focus was small and medium sized
producers, and the program was to be presented to a broad public on the public’s premises.
Bergen 2000 employed a small team, one of the smallest of any cultural city, with close
connections to local producers. The organisations primary responsibilities were initiation &
development of projects, coordination of the program, promotion & marketing, fundraising
and finance. The organization in 2000 consisted of a director, marketing manager, information
manager, 4 program coordinators/ managers and a total of 9 others.
The process
All cultural city years are bumpy rides. Bergen’s was no exception. There were changes of
directors and staff, catastrophe headlines in the media and vocal criticism from those that
disagreed in the profile and the project. Bergen’s process was probably at the median in noise
and pressure when seen in relation to other cultural cities.
On a concrete level Bergen 2000 was based on consultation processes with cultural and
political partners. Cultural life was represented in a council, an artistic advisory board and the
organisations board. Bergen 2000 gave an open invitation for projects that resulted in over
1000 project suggestions and a number of important program elements.
Nine cities in the year 2000
Bergen shared the status in 2000 with Avignon, Bologna, Brussels, Helsinki, Krakow, Prague,
Reykjavik and Santiago de Compostella. For Bergen this meant two things:
·

Projects with all the cities but especially with artists in Helsinki and Reykjavik. Major
projects for libraries, archives and site-specific art were run from Bergen.
· Some common international marketing and visibility for Bergen in the other 8 cities.
Such a large number of cities meant it was not easy to find joint areas of interest with all the
cities. Differences in philosophy and budget were amongst the major hindrances.
Program profile
Bergen 2000s program covered both the city and the region. The area of programming can be
expressed as an area with an automobile travelling time of 3 hours south, 5 hours inwards and
6 hours north of the city. The regional program was concentrated to the summer months.
The programme stared on the 17th of February 2000 and ended on the 3rd of December 2000.
Program selection was based on the mandate and an analysis of Bergen’s comparative
strengths. Projects were selected on the basis of the quality, financial viability, the experience
of organisers and the projects long-term impact and/or sustainability. The program focused on
small and medium sized producers, primarily in the contemporary field, based on an analysis
that these were groups that Bergen 2000 could do the most for. As a rule the level of support
was not larger than what the partner could expect to receive in later from ordinary sources.
After a consultation process the program-coordinators with the director took final decisions.
The final program had three main focuses:
·
·
·

Contemporary arts from small and medium sized producers.
Community based (often non-professional) cultural expression.
A regional program over much of Western Norway.
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A number of themes connected these groups: Coastal culture, public spaces, and others. There
was a seasonal marketing structure that was lightly themed and colour coded: Spring - Dreams,
summer - Wandering, autumn – Spaces. A percentage estimate is 60% "professional" projects
to 40% "community/amateur" projects. Artists, institutions or groups that would be active after
2000 produced almost all projects, a small number were produced by Bergen 2000
There were a total of 1000 projects with an estimated 5000 performances, 150 exhibitions, 180
open air events and 50 seminars and school projects. The following illustrates the range:
·
·
·
·
·

·

·
·
·

·
·
·
·
·

Three opening and an ending festival of 4 days, with broad programs and up to 40 000
people for some of the outdoor events.
Dance: Four festivals with a total of 14 international and 12 Norwegian groups. Bergen’s
Carte Blanche was part of the Trans Dance Europe project in 6 countries. “Baldur” was
a major new work and a Nordic collaboration shown in three countries
Four commissioned or new operas and a musical in collaboration with both the national
opera and local companies.
Theater: “Skudd!” - recruiting young professional artists, international ensemble series
that included Wooster group (USA) and Forced Entertainment (Eng), collaborations
such as “Kleopatras Nail” with local artists and Belgium’s Bl!ndman Quartet.
Krzytof Penderecki and Luciano Berio conducted the Bergen Philharmonic orchestra,
several contemporary music festivals received support for European series, jazz projects
with Reykjavik, Helsinki and Bologna, a series of church music festivals in the whole
region, a new elite regional professional young folk musicians ensemble.
Children: BIT20 produced contemporary music versions of Roald Dahl children’s stories,
"My City, Our City" urbanity school project for 62 primary schools, festivals for dance,
theatre and music - the largest “LYDyngel” for 29 000 school children. A program with
the Ole Blues festival taught young people to be concert organisers.
Rock and pop: Establishing "BRAK", an umbrella organisation for rock, pop and
techno/club music, and financing a broad program with the organisation that included
festivals, new works and Nordic cooperation.
A total of 52 site-specific art projects, including 5 large projects with Nordic and
European artists, a focus on young Norwegian artist throughout the year, and “Flags of
the World” by Elsebeth Rahlff in Bergen, Brussels and Reykjavik.
Several large art exhibitions stretching from Baroque Italian art to an Andres Serano
retrospective curated in Bergen and also shown in Helsinki and London. The Cyber
Couture project was the largest of several design projects. The establishing of BEK – The
Bergen centre for Electronic Art.
The two largest film projects were "2000:Bergen" 12 young professional filmmakers and
12 authors made 12 short films and a new international film festival BIFF.
A knowledge program that included several festivals and a series of exhibitions,
amongst the themes were Ibsen, communication technology, religion and digital art.
Evidence! - archives project and “Literatur” a library project, both with 7 European cities
with broad programs including net sites, books and poetry and literary festivals.
Local activities and festivals in all Bergen’s districts and in 40 municipalities in Western
Norway. These were in collaboration with local organisations and activists.
History: “Nordsteam” steamship festival over 4 days with several hundred thousand
visitors, an international touring exhibition “Life in the North Atlantic”, gastronomy
program with 10 themed festivals and recreations of historical sailing routes with local
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festivals along Norway’s coast from Lofoten and south. An international exhibition
about Edvard Grieg toured several countries in 2000 and continued afterwards.

Bergen 2000 was in partnerships with all of Bergen’s institutions, save one.
The program impact
The cultural year program was a success in the dimensions that were evaluated and in relation
to the goals that were set for the year. Without undue expansion of the number of events in a
year, quality was substantially raised, new competences and networks built and a substantial
growth in cultural consumption achieved. The tourist industry and city centre businesses
achieved growth and political goals on a regional level were achieved.
The public were very satisfied, amongst the dimensions measured:
·
·

54% of Norway’s population considered year a success, 20% disagreed.
55% of Bergen’s population had participated in an event that they recognized as a part
of the program, 42% participated in more culture than usual. Consumption and
satisfaction was largest in the poorest segments.
· The public voted with their time and pocketbooks, and many more tickets sold in 2000
than previously: Bergen International Theatre, Bergen Art Museum and the Museum of
Applied Arts sold 70% more tickets, Grieghallen, the largest venue, plus 50%, most
partners sold between 10 and 50% more tickets than in 1999. The level of consumption
has remained higher after 2000 than before 2000.
A positive evaluation of the experience by artistic and cultural life: On a scale of 1 (very
unsatisfactory) to 5 (very satisfied) the evaluation of their participation was:
· Reaching artistic and content goals 4,48 – i.e. satisfied to very satisfied.
· Reaching financial goals of project: 3,68, i.e. more satisfied than neutral.
· The amount of public a project received. 3,88, i.e. just below satisfied.
· Media coverage of project: 3,55, i.e. neutral.
· Collaboration with the Bergen 2000 organisation: 3.98, i.e. satisfied.
In a national opinion, in December 2000, 48% of the population considered Bergen to be the
most cultural city in the country, only 38 % saw the capitol Oslo as this.
Evaluation showed that the program was considered well designed for audiences, introducing
a local audience to a wide range of culture. Bergen 2000 was especially successful in creating
new audiences and in reaching children and young people. The regional program was
successful in giving the city a substantially more positive political profile regionally.
A criticism was the lack of high profile projects. Some organisers pointed to the lack of money
for such projects, and wanted the program to be even more focused on small-scale projects.
Others would have preferred to set money aside for larger events. An academic evaluation of
the projects political profile criticised Bergen 2000s anti-institutional profile and its perceived
alliance with low cost popular events and relative low cost contemporary art against the
established and costly traditional art and institutional sector.
All the new institutions/ events in Bergen have survived until today (2005): BRAK - the new
rock/pop organisation and centre, The Bergen Centre for Electronic Art BEK, The Bergen
International Filmfestival - BIFF, The contemporary BergArt festival, the biannual Meteor/
Oktoberdance festivals, The coastal cultural centre, amongst others.
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Infrastructure
New infrastructure was not an objective for Bergen 2000 because much infrastructure was
developed or redeveloped in the 1990s. Some projects in the pipeline where pushed forward,
the most important being the cities new art museum. In addition there were investments in the
Teatergarasjen and the new centre for coastal culture.
The European dimension
The aims were in general to bring Norwegian or Bergen culture to Europe and European
culture to Bergen /Norway, and to collaborate with the other 8 cities of the year 2000.
There were European cooperation projects in the fields of archives and libraries, dance, design
and fashion, film, heritage and history, interdisciplinary, literature, music, new media, theatre
and visual arts. Projects involved artists from the following countries: Belgium, Czech Republic,
Finland, France, Iceland, Italy, Poland, Spain, United Kingdom and USA.
As one of the smallest budgets in 2000 there were mixed feelings about the other eight cities.
Bergen led efforts to coordinate marketing and sponsorship and initiated and led 4 laege
projects. A substantial part of the international program was with the two other Nordic cities,
Reykjavik and Helsinki, or non-2000 cities.
There were in all over 100 projects in Bergen involving a European dimension. As one producer
pointed out “working internationally became boringly ordinary in 2000, before it had been
something to brag about”.
Image, economic and tourism impact
Bergen 2000 was founded on the idea that a year based on purely cultural and artistic goals
would also pay off for other sectors. This was proved true.
Bergen’s national image improved: 48% in a national opinion saw Bergen as a cultural city, only
38% saw the capital Oslo in this way in the same opinion. 74% of Norway’s population knew that
Bergen was European City of Culture in 2000, 63% believed that the cultural year had shown
Bergen in a positive way, in Western Norway the positive view was echoed by 73% and by 66% in
the capital Oslo. Only 5% disagreed.
Bergen received massively more international coverage, of a more positive level and focused
on culture and not on resources and nature as before.
31% of Norway’s population were in Bergen in 2000, and 14% of the countries’ population could
remember, in December 2000, that they had been a part of an event or seen a project that was
part of Bergen 2000s program.
Tourism was strengthened: Hotels up 5% in a market that nationally fell by 5%. Other illustrative
numbers are 10% more passengers Copenhagen – Bergen and 21% more Oslo – Bergen. City
centre businesses had 4% higher growth than the national average; this reflects the larger
number of people in the city centre as a result of Bergen 2000s program and events.
Funding and finance
Bergen 2000 had one of the four smallest budgets of any cultural city year. The strong cultural
results are balanced by a lack of financing for international marketing or the more expensive
cultural genres. Bergen 2000 gave strong results in relation to cost, relative to other cities.
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Budget for Bergen 2000 in millions of Euros
BUDGET

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

TOTAL

OPERATING INCOME
1. Public

Euro

Euro

Euro

Euro

Euro

Euro

National government 1.46

1.46

1.71

-

-

4.63

City

0.45

0.49

2.32

-

-

3.26

Region

0.12

0.12

0.30

-

-

0.54

-

0.02

0.04

-

0.22

0.28

0.73

0.85

1.36

0.21

-

3.15

donations

-

-

0.11

0.02

-

0.13

All commercial income

-

0.21

0.22

0.02

-

0.45

2.76

3.15

6.06

0.25

0.22

12.44

Promotion and marketing -

0.23

0.68

-

-

0.91

Program

0.12

1.16

4.06

0.26

-

5.60

2.10

1.59

2.01

0.50

-

6.20

2.22

2.98

6.75

0.76

-

12.71

EU
2. Private
Cash and in-kind
sponsorship
3. Other
Trusts, foundation,

TOTAL OPERATING
INCOME

OPERATING EXPENDITURE

Wages, overheads,
sponsorship
TOTAL OPERATING
EXPENDITURE*

*NB an additional 2.4 million Euros were paid directly to projects from sponsors or public
partners on behalf of Bergen 2000.
Budgets between cities are difficult to compare. In Bergen only money paid to cultural partners
is placed under program. The budget contains only the foundations money. The foundations
part of a project was typically 20 % so total programming is larger than shown.
Sponsorship deals signed with the bank DNB (1,1 mill. Euro) and Gilde/Vestlandske Salslag (1,2
mill. Euro) were the largest single agreements for cultural sponsorship to date in Norway.
Several sponsors were involved in joint marketing schemes or as partners to projects, for
example building of two large metal sculptures and the stage for a commissioned Opera.
Relations with sponsors were not always smooth, but the sponsor’s final evaluation was
positive. The organisation also had some difficulties ensuring compliance to branding rules with
cultural partners. Bergen 2000 was caught off guard by the high proportion of sponsorship in
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kind. Agreements with several cultural partners had to be renegotiated; some in-kind products
had to be sold off to raise cash to meet existing arrangements.
Local regional sponsors: Flaggruten, Olstein Norsk Personal, Corus Packaging steel, Cannon,
Bergens Tidende, Ogilvy, Hansa bryggerier, Reiber ASA and EC Soft. National sponsors: Gilde/
Vestlandske salslag, Den Norske Bank, Norsk Hydro and SAS /Raddison SAS.
EU contributions were slow, involved much bureaucracy and were low. Bergen 2000 and the
other cities were very critical of levels of support, especially in relation to the EU’s demand that
9 cities collaborate.
Communication, promotion and media impact
There was extensive coverage in local and national media. Much of the early coverage focused
on problems in the organisation. Bergen 2000 at times held back from responding to critics,
and maintained an “open access” principal, allowing cameras and reporters into its offices. An
evaluation asked whether a stronger response would have helped counter some of the
negative publicity.
The promotional slogan was “Over 1000 events in 300 days” – while emphasising the scale of
the programme, it did not communicate an overall focus. The report mentions that there was
not enough money to adapt the promotional campaign to different groups.
The main focus of the communication was the promotion of the program. The goals were
creating a public for the program and a stronger and more visible culture based identity for the
city. Bergen 2000 as a project was mentioned in 2,493 national press cuttings; on average a
Norwegian would have head of the project 17 times before 2000 and 77 times during 2000. In
addition the media seldom mentioned the connection to Bergen 2000 in covering a project.
For international promotion Bergen 2000 relied on partnerships with the Bergen tourist board,
the other eight Cities of Culture, foreign media and sponsors such as SAS. International media
visits to Bergen rose from 66 to 273 per year. Television coverage included two CNN programs.
Fifteen licence agreements were signed, resulting in fifty official cultural city products. Some
won national media attention, for example the ‘Bergen dollar’. There was a gross sale of
products of over 6 million Euros, turning a profit to the organisation of some 180,000 Euros.
Legacy and long term effects
Several lasting organisations were created by the year, including the BergArt Festival (involving
eight local companies) and BRAK (to support the local music industry). West Norway has a
growing reputation in pop music and film, both sectors actively supported by the City of
Culture. Cultural life in Bergen report on improved international connections.
Effects on the economic level there are:
·
·
·

Higher ticket sales for partner institutions.
Culture and the arts are now a foundation for the Bergen tourist boards marketing,
complementing the earlier emphasis of history and nature.
There is also higher spending on culture both privately and from the public purse.

The cultural year gave cultural life a chance to show what could be made possible with extra
money. The success of the program has been followed up by the city. The cities cultural budget
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has permanently been higher than in 2000 (including support for Bergen 2000) since 2002. The
year has also strengthened local political support for arts and culture and the experiences are
the foundation of a new generation of ambitions plans.
There were also cultural infrastructure improvements, growing or extending the local audience
for culture, a more developed programme of cultural activities and arts events, new projects,
events or festivals still running, continuing development of the talent/careers of local artists
and raised international profile of the city/region
Rapport and evaluation
A 200-page evaluation and documentation was written by the foundation and is available from
the city or on www.Bergen.kommune.no/kultur. The rapport is in Norwegian.
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ALLEGATO N. 2 - BERGEN – CORRESPONDANCE WITH LOCAL MANAGEMENT
TEAM

giovedì 20 aprile 2006 13.09
From William Hazell
Enclosed are two documents:
1. the return on the questionnaire that you sent.
2. the short English language report (8 pages)
I hope this gives you what you need.
Our city of culture was one of the cheapest ever (especially if you take in account that we are a
high cost country on the periphery of Europe).
In all ways that can be measured our year was a success, with very good long term results.
My belief is that this has to do with the fact that it was a year and an organisation that had
cultural goals, not commercial, and that its mandate was for long term results, not for an
isolated year.
Many cities have this, Bergen was unique in the strength and purity of this focus - incidentally
leaving little room for the artistic director.
William Hazell
Arts advisor
Seksjon for kunst og kultur
Bergen kommune
tel 5556 5874/ William.Hazell@Bergen.kommune.no

-----Opprinnelig melding----Fra: Dott. Toppan Romano [mailto:cedeta@dacos.biz]
Sendt: 20. april 2006 09:45
Til: Hazell, William
Kopi: Johnson Øyvor
Emne: Fw: EUROPEAN CULTURAL CAPITAL 2000
Dear Wiliam,
with reference to the letter of 7 April, I ask you to be so kind to fulfill (with a few lines for every
point, nothing else) the questionnaire concerning your experience of European Capital of
Culture 2000 : my lessons will take place next week and I need just a short description and the
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principal data of your experience, to summarize and present it to my students at University. I
don't need many things: only the basic profile.
I thank you in advance for your kindness.
Prof.Romano Toppan
Via Repubblica 58
I -30027 SAN DONA/VENICE

----- Original Message ----From: Dott. Toppan Romano
To: william.hazell@bergen.kommune.no
Cc: oyvor.johnson@bergen.kommune.no
Sent: Friday, April 07, 2006 11:56 AM
Subject: EUROPEAN CULTURAL CAPITAL 2000
To att. William Hazell & Oyvor Johnson :
Mr.Molmvik wrote to me that you can supply a short description of the main facets and results
of your experience EUROPEAN CULTURAL CAPITAL 2000.
I ask you to be so kind to provide the principal data about the subjects included in the
questionnaire in attachment.
Many, many thanks,
Prof.Romano Toppan
UNIVERSITY OF VERONA

Dear Holmvik,
I thank you a lot for your rapid reply : be proud of your civilization !
I wait with much interest the data requested ( they can be very simple and short : the
"essential"things indeed!) form your advisors : I ask you to thank them in advance for their
kindness. Your experiences will be presented to my students as "best practice" for the culture
management and urban marketing.

Many whishes.
Most sincerely,
Prof.Romano Toppan
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----- Original Message ----From: Holmvik Bjørn
To: cedeta@dacos.biz
Cc: Johnson Øyvor ; Hazell, William
Sent: Monday, April 03, 2006 1:33 PM
Subject: VS: EUROPEAN CULTURAL CAPITAL 2000
Dear Prof. Romano Toppan
I am very glad for your responce about Bergen 2000.
All whats in your conclution is correct. + Out of the 6 most central members of the staff in the
organisation, 2 is employed in my office as my advisors, 1 is running his own cultural business, 1
is director for culture in the region (here), which means that 4 very qualified persons are still in
very important positions in Bergen.
I will be more than glad to give you more update informations about The City og Bergens
Cultural politics and results, but that will be in the hands of Mr Hazell (which is one of my
advisors / from The "Kulturby Bergen 2000").
We have managed to create many new cultural strategies and plans since 2000 which you
hopefully will find very important and interesting. Responsible for international affairs and
some of the plans is Mrs oyvor.johnson@bergen.kommune.no
Sincerely
Bjørn F. Holmvik

-----Opprinnelig melding----Fra: Nilsen, Gerd På vegne av Postmottak BKUL
Sendt: 3. april 2006 10:39
Til: Holmvik Bjørn
Emne: VS: EUROPEAN CULTURAL CAPITAL 2000
Dear Prof. Romano Toppan
I am very glad for your response about Bergen 2000.
All what in your conclusion is correct. + Out of the 6 most central members of the staff in the
organisation, 2 is employed in my office as my advisors, 1 is running his own cultural business, 1
is director for culture in the region (here), which means that 4 very qualified persons are still in
very important positions in Bergen. I will be more than glad to give you more update
information about The City of Bergens Cultural politics and results, but that will be in the hands
of Mr william.hazell@bergen.kommune.no (which is one of my advisors / from The "Kulturby
Bergen 2000").
We have managed to create many new cultural strategies and plans since 2000 which you
hopefully will find very important and interesting. Responsible for international affairs and
some of the plans is Mrs oyvor.johnson@bergen.kommune.no
Sincerely
Bjørn F. Holmvik
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-----Opprinnelig melding----Fra: Dott. Toppan Romano [mailto:cedeta@dacos.biz]
Sendt: 2. april 2006 11:51
Til: Postmottak BKUL
Emne: EUROPEAN CULTURAL CAPITAL 2000
Mr. Bjørn Holmvik - Director of Culture Department
Dear Sir,
I am Professor of the Culture & Cultural Tourism in various italian Universities (e.g. Verona ),
and one of the best practices I quote concerning the European Cultural Capital Event for my
students, is your experience in 2000.
This is the evaluation I wrote in the text :
" A global programme, with an integrated concept of art & culture. They involved many social,
popular and economic organizations of the town, with the scope to create a long term
improvement of its image and reputation. Their planning was clearly supported by a long term
strategy and vision, their management was participative and with a bottom up methodology,
their project financing was shared both by public and private organizations. One of the best
practices of such an Event".
I am interested to do a much better analysis of your "best practice", in order to deepen all the
main facets of your work, according to the attachment.
May you be so kind to help me with the information I request or to adress me to an expert or
the "manager" you charged to coordinate the event ?
I thank you in advance for your kindness.
Most sincerely,
Prof. Romano Toppan
University of Verona & CUOA Business School
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Capitolo 2
The experience of Berlin (Germany)
BEST PRACTICES OF THE EVENT :
“ EUROPEAN CAPITAL OF CULTURE” 1988

1. TITLE OF THE ACTION :Berlin – Kulturstadt Europas 1988
2. LOGO USED FOR THE COMMUNICATION OF THE ACTION : not provided.
3. SHORT DESCRIPTION OF THE ACTION : Cultural special events over a period of about six
months in all fields. It must be noted that it was only Berlin-West which celebrated this
event. The city was still divided.
4. KEY OBJECTIVES PURPOSED BY THE COUNCIL :Promotion of the arts, of the city and of
Europe. It should also be mentioned that by this action the adherence of Berlin-West
(which was still under the allied occupation regime) to the Federal Republic of Germany
was to be demonstrated. We also wanted to position the city as a place of the New, of a
spot in the heart of Europe, of Creativity and a workshop of the arts. We wanted to get
people involved not only by visiting the performances but by also participating in
workshops, classes, rehearsals, etc.
5. LIST OF THE ACTORS, PARTNERS AND PLAYERS INVOLVED IN THE PROGRAMME: Local,
national and international Partners were involved. We had about 500 events (different
sizes). International ensembles and individual artists in the field of music, dance, and
theatre were invited, local and national ensembles and singular artists were given the
floor.
6. BUDGET: around 50 Mio DM, i.e. about 25 Mio. EURO.
7. FUNDING STRUCTURE ( e.g. percentage of the public and private contributions, grants
etc.) : About one third from the city, equally one third from the German Federal
Government and the last third out of the budget of the cultural institutions and
corporate sponsors (you must realize that sponsorship was then not yet well developed
(it has slightly improved in the meantime)
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8. MAIN OUTCOMES OF THE ACTION : Honestly after this lapse of time: not very visible.
But we might say, that the interest and awareness for the arts and culture did increase.
Some of the projects also found a continuation and still function today, like a series of
very contemporary music “Unerhoerte Musik”, Tanzwerkstatt with events like “Tanz im
August” and “Tanzwinter” and the European Film Award.
9. SHORT TERM EFFECTS (e.g.in the tourist flows) : Higher number of visitors, but not
really very significant
10. LONG TERM EFFECTS (e.g. in the cultural permanent infrastructures & facilities)-See Nr.
8
11. PERSON TO BE CONTACTED FOR FURTHER INFORMATION OR DOCUMENTATION
CONCERNING THE ACTION :
Possibly Nele Hertling n.hertling@t-online.de , at the time Director of the “Werkstatt
Berlin GmbH” and from then on (until 2001) director of the Hebbel Theatre which was a
central location for the Cultural Capital events and which –after a long period of not
functioning reopened in 1988 and still works, now as the HAU (Hebbel am Ufer).
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ALLEGATO N. 1 - BERLIN – CORRESPONDANCE WITH LOCAL MANAGEMENT
TEAM

giovedì 11 maggio 2006
20.12
Lieber Romano,
(ich habe ja nicht geahnt, dass das auch auf Deutsch geht.)
Man sollte allgemein hinzufügen: im Jahre 1987 hatte Berlin (Beide Teile - separat - jeweils mit
viel Aufwand und Propaganda) seinen 750. Geburtstag gefeiert. Und 1989 kam der Mauerfall
und all die schönen Konsequenzen. Dazwischen, quasi etwas eingeklemmt, war das
europäische Kulturstadtjahr! Unter uns gesagt, in der Rückschau muss man sagen, dass es nicht
völlig gut war.
Ich glaube übrigens, dass es viel besser ist, wenn "mittelgroße Städte" einen solchen Titel
bekommen, also zwischen 150.000 und 500.000. Zu klein dürfen sie auch nicht sein, dann
packen sie es nicht in der europäischen Dimension.
Voilà, dies als kleiner Zusatzkommentar.
Beste Grüße
Ingo
P.S. Neugierig: wo sitzen Sie eigentlich?

Von: Dott. Toppan Romano [mailto:cedeta@dacos.biz]
Gesendet: Donnerstag, 11. Mai 2006 19:37
An: Joerg-Ingo Weber
Betreff: Re: Cultural Capitals of Europe - Berlin 1988
Lieber Ingo,
Ich bedanke mich bei Ihnen! Sehr gut, wirklich. Ich brauchte Berlin, als Beispiel einer Stadt, die
in 1988 in einer sehr schwierigen Situation war; trotzdem, mit dem Mut......
Es ist sehr sympathisch die Ausdruck "Werkstatt Berlin “: wie die .......Wiener Werkstätte,
Bauhaus usw. Ah, was für zauberhafte Erfahrungen der Kunst !!!!
Mit freundlichen Grüßen,
Romano
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----- Original Message ----From: Joerg-Ingo Weber
To: 'Dott. Toppan Romano'
Sent: Thursday, May 11, 2006 1:52 PM
Subject: WG: Cultural Capitals of Europe - Berlin 1988
Dear Romano,
I filled out the questionnaire, sorry for the delay, but as the French say: "mieux vaut tard que
jamais". I hope it reaches you properly, I mean, really with the answers. And I apologize, I do
not have the logo in an electronic format.
Hope it serves your needs. Open for questions.
Best,
Ingo

Von: Dott. Toppan Romano [mailto:cedeta@dacos.biz]
Gesendet: Freitag, 5. Mai 2006 19:53
An: Joerg-Ingo Weber
Betreff: Re: Cultural Capitals of Europe - Berlin 1988
Dear Joerg-Ingo,
the questionnaire ( very simple : it is enough only a few lines for each question to summarize
your experience with the Event ) is in attachment.
I offer you my apologize for the qui pro quo : at any rate, I am very happy to have your help and
to present your experience to my students.
Many thanks
Prof.Romano Toppan

----- Original Message ----From: Joerg-Ingo Weber
To: cedeta@dacos.biz
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Sent: Friday, May 05, 2006 11:32 AM
Subject: Cultural Capitals of Europe - Berlin 1988
Sir,
I received the mail which was sent by Rodolfo Maslias to you on April 25, 2006. In your mail of
April 20, 2006 it was mentioned that a cc was sent to me (the spelling of my name was false). I
never received such a cc.
If you should think that I might be useful in answering some questions you might have related
to the programme Berlin 1988 I invite you to address those questions to me. I'll try to answer.
Best regards,
Ingo Weber
Jörg-Ingo Weber
Ritterhufen 5 a
14165 Berlin
Tel.: (030) 84722830, mobil: 0151.11660876
e-mail: joerg-ingo.weber@t-online.de

ECCM - European Parliament correspondance about Berlin
Tuesday 25 April 2006 12.12
CC joerg-ingo.weber@t-online.de
Ingrid Hudabiunigg hudabiunigg@phil.tu-chemnitz.de
Eleftherios.ikonomou@griechische-kultur.de
Dear Prof. Toppan,
Mr. Weber is the key person to provide you with all information you need on Berlin European
Capital of Culture.
You can also contact our member Mr. Eleftherios Ikonomou, President of GEK in Berlin, at the
Institute of Hellenic Culture (address in cc)
You can also find in our web site the list of members from other cities, who could give you
information on best practices.
You can also contact Prof. Ingrid Hudabiunnig at the University of Chemnitz (e-mail address in
cc), who is working on Cultural Capitals.
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In our site you find also studies on Cultural Capitals and you can consult of course the very
exhaustive study of Bob Palmer that I asend you in Attachment.
Mit freundlichen Gruessen
Rodolfo Maslias
ECCM-Secretary General
www.eccm-cultural-capitals.org
European Parliament
TOA 03/006
Tel: +352430023872 / +352021778333
Priv. Tel/fax: +0035226374535

From: Dott. Toppan Romano [mailto:cedeta@dacos.biz]
Sent: 20 April 2006 19:18
To: MASLIAS Rodolfos
Subject: EUROPEAN CAPITAL OF CULTURE
To Mr. Rodolfo Maslias
cc to att. of Mr. Jork-Ingo Weber
Dear Sir,
I received a letter from Schmok-Bathe concerning my questionnaire ( in attachment ) about the
Event European Capital of Culture...I am looking for some best practices about this action and
Berlin seems to be one of them.
Therefore I ask you to be so kind to answer to my questions about the experience of Berlin or
about other experiences you consider best practices : it is enough only some lines for every
question, just to summarize the profile of the event.
I tank you in advance.With my beswt regards.
Prof. Romano Toppan

----- Original Message ----From: Dott. Toppan Romano
To: schmok-bathe@senwfk.verwalt-berlin.de
Sent: Thursday, April 20, 2006 7:01 PM
Subject: EUROPEAN CAPITAL OF CULTURE
ich bedanke mich bei Ihnen für ihren schönen Brief!
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Ich habe umgehend Herrn Rodolfo Maslias geschrieben: ich hoffe (natürlich!) dass er die
Antworte, die ich suche, mir geben kann und-will.
Mit den freundlichen Grüßen
Prof. Romano Toppan
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Capitolo 3
The experience of Copenhagen
BEST PRACTICES OF THE EVENT :
“ EUROPEAN CAPITAL OF CULTURE” 1996

1. TITLE OF THE ACTION :
Copenhagen 96
2. LOGO USED FOR THE COMMUNICATION OF THE ACTION :

96

3. SHORT DESCRIPTION OF THE ACTION :
Cultural Capital of Europe in 1996
4. KEY OBJECTIVES PURPOSED BY THE COUNCIL :
Very Short: To strengthen the position of Copenhagen and to put culture on the agenda.
In the white book 10 overall aims were put forward:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Secure a broad commitment to art and culture
Create lasting improvements for art and culture
Draw attention to the variety and quality of art and culture
Place Danish art and culture on the international map
Focus on international trends in contemporary creative art
Bring forward the unique nature of the city’s geographical, physical and historical
situation.
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7.
8.
9.
10.

Strengthen Copenhagen an a unified geographical area and as capital city
Underline Copenhagen’s role as a regional centre in Europe
Bring out human growth and creativity
Focus on particular groups of inhabitants

5. LIST OF THE ACTORS, PARTNERS AND PLAYERS INVOLVED IN THE PROGRAMME :
The state, several counties in the region, sponsors and trusts.
There were 2700 applications to be part of the programme and receive financial
support. Just over 725 projects were accepted. Almost 90 percent of these were
realised.
Support was not given to individual artists or commercial ventures.
6. BUDGET :
The total finances were in all 1,009 million DKr, while the turnover of the Copenhagen
96 trust fund was 400 million DKr., against an original budget of 750 million DKr. The
Copenhagen 96 trust ended with a deficit of 24 million DKr. This meant partly that the
trust fund went into liquidation, and partly that the founders had to establish a deficit
guarantee of approaching 30 million DKr.
7. FUNDING STRUCTURE ( e.g. percentage of the public and private contributions, grants
etc.) :1/3 state 1/3 counties 1/3 private sponsors and trusts
8. MAIN OUTCOMES OF THE ACTION :
The white book 10 overall aims was fulfilled.
9. SHORT TERM EFFECTS (e.g.in the tourist flows) :
Copenhagen was placed on the world map in 1996.
60-70 percentage of the inhabitants in the region went to an 96-event.
Danish artist and culture institutions enjoyed international cooperation and experience
in many of the projects. A few networks from 96 does still exist.
10. LONG TERM EFFECTS (e.g. in the cultural permanent infrastructures & facilities)
20 new cultural areas was created
11 buildings were restored or renovated
6 gardens and parks were stored and renewed
5 of the town squares was renewed
7 green initiatives
Almost 130 projects(1/5) were linked to existing institutions – only a few new Cultural
institutions started in 1996 but at lot of culture-projects continued for years.
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The culture budget increased in all counties in the regions after 1996
75 percentage, when asked later, was of the opinion that “cultural life has been able to
benefit from Copenhagen 96”.
11. PERSON TO BE CONTACTED FOR FURTHER INFORMATION OR DOCUMENTATION
CONCERNING THE ACTION :
Lisbeth Vibeke Skjødt
International Coordinator
City of Copenhagen
Culture and Recreation Administration
Art & Culture
Flæsketorvet 68
Postboks 217
1501 København V
Telefon +45 33 66 38 33
Telefax + 45 33 66 38 10
E-mail liskjo@kff.kk.dk
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ALLEGATO N. 1 – COPENHAGEN – CORRESPONDANCE WITH LOCAL
MANAGEMENT TEAM

martedì 25 aprile 2006 11.15
Dear Romano
So I'm back ! If you give me an address, I'll send the book. I'll take a look at the questions.
kind regards
Lisbeth Vibeke Skjødt
International Coordinator
City of Copenhagen
Culture and Recreation Administration
Art & Culture
Flæsketorvet 68
Postboks 217
1501 København V
Telefon 33 66 38 33
Telefax 33 66 38 10
E-mail liskjo@kff.kk.dk

-----Oprindelig meddelelse----Fra: Dott. Toppan Romano [mailto:cedeta@dacos.biz]
Sendt: 20. april 2006 18:56
Til: Lisbeth Vibeke Skjødt
Emne: Re: EUROPEAN CULTURAL CAPITAL 1996
Dear Lisbeth,
I thank you very much for your nice letter : is has been a pleasant surprise for me ! Sadly, I
didn't come to mail my answer before 2 p.m. because of my lessons at the University all the
day. Nevertheless, I am very interested to receive your comments because I don't have the
book you spoke about in your message.
Therefore, your answers to my questionnaire are welcome indeed !
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May you also suggest which is the editor of that book : I would like to buy it. But your answers
are necessary for my next lessons.
Many thanks.
Most sincerely,
Romano Toppan

From: Lisbeth Vibeke Skjødt
To: Dott. Toppan Romano
Sent: Thursday, April 20, 2006 11:08 AM
Subject: SV: EUROPEAN CULTURAL CAPITAL 1996
Dear professor Romano Toppan
Do you already have the report written in 97 by The Danish National Institute of Social
Research ?
I suppose you have ! Since what you wrote on april 1. - you were very correct in your
description of the Cultural Capital Copenhagen 96.
If I should answer your questions - It would be from looking up the answers in the book ! I
could have the answers ready for you on Monday - but if you already have the
book ....well.....please let me know before 2 pm today. (Since I'm out of office until Monday)
It is correct that being Cultural Capital meant a lot for Copenhagen. The City used it to go on
with an active event policy and also, you can find a few culture institutions which was formed in
96 that lives on. And yes, we have used the experience to learn about what impact big events
have. And how the sponsormarket works. But there is a very big BUT.
I have been analysing the market of culture, small and big events, the sponsormarket etc for
the last 7 years. When I started in 99, I could use a lot of the experiences from 96. But today 96
- is 10 years ago - and not very much looks the same - the city has developed - the Danish
travels a lot more to other capitals, the same does the politicians. And we have a greater focus
on culture and cultures impact on daily life in the city, and also on tourism. So today, it is not so
difficult to get money from sponsors, state or municipality to great events...but of course we
do have along way before we can match Barcelona.
Anyway we have a problem giving you a contact person for further information. -Since no one
from the Cultural Capital is around anymore in our administration - so all I got is a few reports
left (in English)
kind regards
Lisbeth Vibeke Skjødt

-----Oprindelig meddelelse----Fra: Dott. Toppan Romano [mailto:cedeta@dacos.biz]
Sendt: 20. april 2006 10:05
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Til: lvs@kff.kk.dk
Emne: EUROPEAN CULTURAL CAPITAL 1996
Dear Sir/Madam,
I consider your experience of European Vapital of Culture 1996 one of the best practices of
such an event in the past 20 years : I need a very short description of your experience,
according to the questionnaire in attachment. I need only a few lines for every point, just to
summarize and present your experience to my students the next week.
May you be so kind to fullfil rapdily, with principal data, the questionnaire ?
Thanks a lot !!!
Prof. Romano Toppan

Original Message ----From: Dott. Toppan Romano
To: lvs@kff.kk.dk
Sent: Saturday, April 01, 2006 10:41 PM
Subject: EUROPEAN CULTURAL CAPITAL 1996
Dear Sir/Madam,
I am Professor of the Culture & Cultural Tourism in various italian Universities (e.g. Verona ),
and one of the best practices I quote concerning the European Cultural Capital Event for my
students, is your experience in 1996. This is the evaluation I wrote in the text :
" A global programme, with an integrated concept of art & culture. They involved many social,
popular and economic organizations of the town, with the scope to create a long term
improvement of its image and reputation. Their planning was clearly supported by a long term
strategy and vision, their management was participative and with a bottom up methodology,
their project financing was shared both by public and private organizations. One of the best
practices of such an Event".
I am interested to do a much better analysis of your "best practice", in order to deepen all the
main facets of your work, according to the attachment. May you be so kind to help me with the
information I request or to adress me to an expert or the "manager" you charged to coordinate
the event ? I thank you in advance for your kindness.
Most sincerely,
Prof.Romano Toppan
University of Verona & CUOA Business School

Mercoledì 26 aprile 2006 13.59
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I have written a few lines
see the attactment.
Lisbeth Vibeke Skjødt
International Koordinator
KØBENHAVNS KOMMUNE
Kultur- og Fritidsforvaltningen
Kunst & Kultur
Flæsketorvet 68
Postboks 217
1501 København V
Telefon 33 66 38 33
Telefax 33 66 38 10
E-mail liskjo@kff.kk.dk

-----Oprindelig meddelelse----Fra: Dott. Toppan Romano [mailto:cedeta@dacos.biz]
Sendt: 20. april 2006 10:05
Til: lvs@kff.kk.dk
Emne: EUROPEAN CULTURAL CAPITAL 1996
Dear Sir/Madam,
I consider your experience of European Vapital of Culture 1996 one of the best practices of
such an event in the past 20 years : I need a very short description of your experience,
according to the questionnaire in attachment. I need only a few lines for every point, just to
summarize and present your experience to my students the next week.
May you be so kind to fullfil rapdily, with principal data, the questionnaire ?
Thanks a lot !!!
Prof. Romano Toppan

----- Original Message ----From: Dott. Toppan Romano
To: lvs@kff.kk.dk
Sent: Saturday, April 01, 2006 10:41 PM
Subject: EUROPEAN CULTURAL CAPITAL 1996
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Dear Sir/Madam,
I am Professor of the Culture & Cultural Tourism in various italian Universities (e.g. Verona ),
and one of the best practices I quote concerning the European Cultural Capital Event for my
students, is your experience in 1996.
This is the evaluation I wrote in the text :
" A global programme, with an integrated concept of art & culture. They involved many social,
popular and economic organizations of the town, with the scope to create a long term
improvement of its image and reputation. Their planning was clearly supported by a long term
strategy and vision, their management was participative and with a bottom up methodology,
their project financing was shared both by public and private organizations. One of the best
practices of such an Event".
I am interested to do a much better analysis of your "best practice", in order to deepen all the
main facets of your work, according to the attachment.
May you be so kind to help me with the information I request or to adress me to an expert or
the "manager" you charged to coordinate the event ?
I thank you in advance for your kindness.
Most sincerely,
Prof. Romano Toppan
University of Verona & CUOA Business School
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Capitolo 4
The experience of Glasgow
BEST PRACTICES OF THE EVENT :
“ EUROPEAN CAPITAL OF CULTURE” 1990

1. TITLE OF THE ACTION : Glasgow 1990
2. LOGO USED FOR THE COMMUNICATION OF THE ACTION :
Glasgow’s Miles Better/ There’s a Lot Glasgow-ing on
3. SHORT DESCRIPTION OF THE ACTION : A year-round programme of events, exhibitions,
programmes in the city and across Strathclyde Region.3,400 events, performers and
artists from 23 countries,665 theatrical performances, 3,122 musical performances, 1,000
exhibitions, 157 sporting events
4. KEY OBJECTIVES PURPOSED BY THE COUNCIL : Viewing Glasgow’s life from both a
historical and contemporary perspective/ involving Glasgow artists and Glaswegians of
all ages, backgrounds and abilities/opportunities for international exchange and
partnerships. Showing the best of Glasgow’s cultural life alongside work from the rest
of the UK and the world
5. LIST OF THE ACTORS,PARTNERS AND PLAYERS INVOLVED IN THE PROGRAMME :
Glasgow District Council, Strathclyde Regional Council, Visiting Arts, Scottish Arts
Council, Central Government, sponsors and donors, European commission
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6. BUDGET :
Expenditure of £32 Millions.
7. FUNDING STRUCTURE ( e.g. percentage of the public and private contributions, grants
etc.) :
Glasgow District and Strathclyde Region £26.8 million
Sponsorship £6.4 million
Other grants £660,000
8. MAIN OUTCOMES OF THE ACTION : Capital developments Concert Hall, Tramway
Arches etc./ The creation and retention of a number of jobs in the arts/ city profile
9. SHORT TERM EFFECTS (e.g.in the tourist flows) :
Overseas markets accounted for 38% of Glasgow 1990 trips. 71% of non-English 1990
tourists were making their first visit to Glasgow
10. LONG TERM EFFECTS (e.g. in the cultural permanent infrastructures & facilities)
Buildings – Concert hall, Tramway, Arches, Gallery of Modern Art
11. PERSON TO BE CONTACTED FOR FURTHER INFORMATION OR DOCUMENTATION
CONCERNING THE ACTION :
Charles Bell
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ALLEGATO N. 1 – GLASGOW - NOTE ABOUT THE EVENTS AND EFFECTS

European City of Culture 1990
The Year of Culture was a magnificent success for Glasgow. It was a ground-breaking event,
which further transformed the city’s image. Unlike its predecessors, its vast cultural
programme was scheduled to run throughout the entire calendar year, not just for a few
months.
Its definition of culture was all-encompassing, incorporating not just music, drama, theatre,
and visual arts, but many other fields of human endeavour which characterise Glasgow as a
unique, dynamic city: architecture, design, engineering, shipbuilding, education, religion and
sport.
The statistics were awesome. Over 3,400 public events took place, involving performers and
artists from 23 countries. 40 major works were commissioned in the performing and visual arts,
and there were 60 world premieres in theatre and dance. Add to that lot some 3979
performances, 656 theatrical productions, and 1901 exhibitions – not forgetting the 157
sporting events.
From big national arts groups to more modest local ventures – all shared a thrilling
international stage. No longer could the character Kenneth McAlpin in Alasdair Gray’s seminal
novel “Lanark” dare to say that: “imaginatively Glasgow exists as a music hall song and a few
bad novels – for that’s all we’ve given to the world!”
The City of Culture tag allowed Glasgow to showcase many facilities created by the city’s
Victorian philanthropists. Prime among these were the magnificent Kelvingrove Museum and
Art Gallery housing the richest, most wide-ranging – and most visited– municipal art collection
in the UK outside London; the splendid Museum of Transport; and the marvellous Mitchell
Library, the largest free public reference library in Europe.
Uniquely, too, Glasgow in 1990 was the first British city to implement a strategy where the arts
were used as a catalyst for urban regeneration – a revolutionary model which has since been
replicated worldwide. The positive economic repercussions of this successful policy have been
huge, and are still being felt well into the new millennium.
Glasgow Royal Concert Hall Opening 1990
During the Year of Culture huge investments were made in Glasgow’s cultural infrastructure.
£5.8m was spent on the McLellan Galleries, and the Tramway was secured as a major
performance and visual arts venue. The biggest investment was in the Glasgow Royal Concert
Hall. Designed by Sir Leslie Martin, it was built at a cost of £29.4 million to replace the muchloved St Andrews Hall burned down in 1962.
Opened in October by HRH The Princess Royal, the Concert Hall has played host to some of the
world’s greatest orchestras including The Moscow State Orchestra, The St Petersburg
Philharmonic and The Vienna Philharmonic.
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Scottish classical music has also been well represented with all four major Scottish orchestras the RSNO, the BBC Symphony, the Scottish Opera Orchestra, and the Scottish Chamber
Orchestra - playing there together for the first time ever in November 1993.
The Concert Hall also annually showcases the eclectic Celtic Connections music festival, and
has played host to performers of all kinds.
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ALLEGATO N. 2 – GLASGOW - CULTURAL RENAISSANCE: THE 1980S AND 1990S

Burrell Collection Opening 1983

The wish to re-invent post-industrial Glasgow in the 1980s led to a number of major initiatives
utilising the city’s distinguished cultural heritage, not least the opening of the Burrell Collection
in 1983. A magnificent, purpose-built gallery was constructed in beautiful Pollok Park to house
millionaire shipowner Sir William Burrell’s stunning and extensive collection of some 9,000
artefacts which he and and his wife, Constance, donated to the city in 1944.
The priceless Burrell Collection is one of the premier attractions of Scotland. A key feature is
the splendid harmony between collection, building and surounding parkland. Some exhibits are
integrated into the fabric of the gallery, allowing the visitor to walk under ancient stone arches
and look through original stained glass.
The Burrell is set close by eighteenth century Pollok House, which was gifted to the city in
1967, along with the adjoining estate, by
Mrs Anne Maxwell Macdonald. The mansion, managed by the National Trust for Scotland,
houses the finest privately owned collection of Spanish paintings in the entire United Kingdom,
including works by Goya, Murillo, and El Greco.

Glasgow’s Miles Better Campaign 1983
The Glasgow’s Miles Better Campaign, launched in 1983, was one of the best promotions ever
mounted by a British city, and won the International Film and Television of New York Award no
fewer than four times between 1983 and 1987. The campaign was originally the brainchild of
advertising guru John Struthers, and its message was vigorously promulgated by Lord Provost
Michael Kelly and PR man Harry Diamond.
Glasgow had long suffered from negative images as a dirty, dangerous place synonymous with
razor gangs and football violence. Not only did this lower the morale of its citizens, but it
greatly hampered efforts to generate a tourist industry, to make Glasgow a visitor centre, and
to attract dispersed businesses and inward investment. The idea behind Glasgow’s Miles Better
was that before Glasgow could start its economic and physical regeneration, it had to shed its
‘no mean city’ image.
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The low-budget campaign featured Roger Hargreaves’ smiley ‘Mr Happy’ character telling
visitors that "Glasgow’s Miles Better". No opportunity was missed to spread the word and
even the Queen was pictured with Michael Kelly under a Miles Better umbrella! Almost
overnight perceptions about Glasgow were radically altered. There was a genuinely fresh and
tangible buzz about the city, which paved the way for the subsequent awarding of the Garden
Festival and Year of Culture accolades.
The Mr Happy drive had run its course by 1989, to be replaced by the “Glasgow’s Alive”
campaign – but the Miles Better thrust was successfully resurrected again in 1994.

SECC Opening 1985
1985 saw the opening of the Scottish Exhibition and Conference Centre (SECC) on the former
64-acre Queen’s Dock site. The creation of this world-class facility also marked the beginning of
the redevelopment of the Clyde corridor. The SECC has become Scotland’s national venue for
public events and is also the UK’s largest integrated exhibition and conference centre.
A new 3,000-seater arena, the Clyde Auditorium, was added in 1997 and an exciting new plan,
Queen’s Dock 2 (QD2), is now in place for a major upgrading of the facility with the addition of
a purpose-built entertainment and outdoor events arena scheduled for opening in 2007.

Glasgow Garden Festival 1988
Another hugely influential showcase event was the Glasgow Garden Festival of 1988, which did
much to boost Glasgow’s pride, enhance the city’s image nationally and internationally, and to
persuade people that Glasgow was an exciting, buoyant place to invest in, visit, live or work.
Following on from two previous national Garden Festivals in Liverpool (1984) and Stoke-onTrent (1986), the 1988 event was quickly renamed the Glasgow Garden Festival by the city
fathers. Opened by the Prince and Princess of Wales on 28 April, this was no short-term
spectacular, but compared favourably with the monumentally successful Great Empire
Exhibition of 1938 when 13 million people visited Bellahouston Park.
The Festival was sited on the desolate landscape of the former Princes Dock, Govan on the
south bank of the Clyde. The 60-acre site was transformed to accommodate a horticultural
haven of 112 gardens containing thousands of shrubs, trees and plants cultivated throughout
Scotland.
A further neat ecological touch was the creation of a plentiful supply of topsoil for the flora
from dredging operations on the river. Spring bulbs gave way to summer flowers as the
seasons moved on, and throughout the entire event from April to September the gardens were
maintained in immaculate condition.
There was something for everyone on the six major theme sites: health and well-being, water
and maritime, recreation and sport, landscape and scenery, science and technology, and plants
and food.
Key attractions included the beautifully designed Bells’ Bridge - a swing bridge that was the
first significant footbridge to be built across the Clyde in 120 years, linking the site to the
Scottish Exhibition and Conference Centre (SECC) across the river; the 240 feet high Clydesdale
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Tower, celebrating the Clydesdale Bank’s 150th anniversary and the exhilarating Coca-Cola Thrill
Ride, a death-defying, loop-the-loop rollercoaster trip categorically not designed for the fainthearted!
Tramcars also returned to Glasgow for the first time since 1962; there was a narrow-gauge
Festival Railway and a water taxi. A mock Victorian High Street comprising more than 20 retail
outlets, ranging from cafes and restaurants to traditional craft shops, offered visitors the very
best in Scottish fare.
More than 3 million visitors flocked to the magical site in the five-month period, and many of
Glasgow’s citizens admit to visiting every single day for a rightly vaunted “day out of this
world”. An estimated £100 million was injected into the local economy, and a further £170m
spent in the five years immediately after.
There’s a grand footnote, too; the site, now called Pacific Quay, subsequently houses
Glasgow’s magnificent Science Centre and Scotland’s first IMAX Theatre, whilst BBC Scotland
are scheduled to relocate there in 2004.
European City of Culture 1990
The Year of Culture was a magnificent success for Glasgow. It was a ground-breaking event,
which further transformed the city’s image. Unlike its predecessors, its vast cultural
programme was scheduled to run throughout the entire calendar year, not just for a few
months.
Its definition of culture was all-encompassing, incorporating not just music, drama, theatre, and
visual arts, but many other fields of human endeavour which characterise Glasgow as a unique,
dynamic city: architecture, design, engineering, shipbuilding, education, religion and sport.
The statistics were awesome. Over 3,400 public events took place, involving performers and
artists from 23 countries. 40 major works were commissioned in the performing and visual arts,
and there were 60 world premieres in theatre and dance. Add to that lot some 3979
performances, 656 theatrical productions, and 1901 exhibitions – not forgetting the 157
sporting events.
From big national arts groups to more modest local ventures – all shared a thrilling
international stage. No longer could the character Kenneth McAlpin in Alasdair Gray’s seminal
novel “Lanark” dare to say that: “imaginatively Glasgow exists as a music hall song and a few
bad novels – for that’s all we’ve given to the world!”
The City of Culture tag allowed Glasgow to showcase many facilities created by the city’s
Victorian philanthropists. Prime among these were the magnificent Kelvingrove Museum and
Art Gallery housing the richest, most wide-ranging – and most visited– municipal art collection
in the UK outside London; the splendid Museum of Transport; and the marvellous Mitchell
Library, the largest free public reference library in Europe.
Uniquely, too, Glasgow in 1990 was the first British city to implement a strategy where the arts
were used as a catalyst for urban regeneration – a revolutionary model which has since been
replicated worldwide. The positive economic repercussions of this successful policy have been
huge, and are still being felt well into the new millennium.
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Glasgow Royal Concert Hall Opening 1990
During the Year of Culture huge investments were made in Glasgow’s cultural infrastructure.
£5.8m was spent on the McLellan Galleries, and the Tramway was secured as a major
performance and visual arts venue. The biggest investment was in the Glasgow Royal Concert
Hall. Designed by Sir Leslie Martin, it was built at a cost of £29.4 million to replace the muchloved St Andrews Hall burned down in 1962.
Opened in October by HRH The Princess Royal, the Concert Hall has played host to some of the
world’s greatest orchestras including The Moscow State Orchestra, The St Petersburg
Philharmonic and The Vienna Philharmonic.
Scottish classical music has also been well represented with all four major Scottish orchestras the RSNO, the BBC Symphony, the Scottish Opera Orchestra, and the Scottish Chamber
Orchestra - playing there together for the first time ever in November 1993.
The Concert Hall also annually showcases the eclectic Celtic Connections music festival, and
has played host to performers of all kinds.
Gallery of Modern Art (GoMA) Opening 1996
A new home for the city’s principal modern art collection was opened in 1996. Set in the heart
of the city centre, the impressive neo-classical mansion in Royal Exchange Square had
previously been Stirling's Library.
On four floors and representing the elements earth, water, fire and air, GoMA has an
impressive selection of post-war art and design work by international artists including Andy
Warhol and David Hockney, and Scottish artists such as Ken Currie and John Bellany. GoMA is
now the second most visited contemporary art gallery outside London.
Glasgow Auditorium Opening 1997
Designed by Sir Norman Foster, and adjacent to the SECC in land reclaimed from the former
Queen’s Dock, the Glasgow Auditorium (pictured), built at a cost of £38m, opened in 1997, and
has already become a building of major iconic status. Known locally as the Armadillo for its
inspired silver shell design, this state-of-the-art 3,000-seater venue is Glasgow’s answer to the
Sydney Opera House, and can house all sorts of events from rock concerts to chamber music
recitals
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ALLEGATO N. 3 - GLASGOW – CORRESPONDANCE WITH LOCAL MANAGEMENT
TEAM

Thursday 20 April 2006 18.01
Please find attached the questionnaire. With best wishes
Charles

-----Original Message----From: Dott. Toppan Romano [mailto:cedeta@dacos.biz]
Sent: 20 April 2006 08:52
To: Charles.Bell@cls.glasgow.gov.uk
Subject: Fw: BEST PRACTICES
Dear Charles,
I thank you for the document you have sent to me and I appreciate it very much.
Nevertheless, I ask you to be so kind to fulfil ( with a few lines for every point, nothing else )
the questionnaire concerning your experience of European Capital of Culture : my lessons will
take place next week and I need the principal data of your experience according to the frame in
attachment, to summarize and present it to my students in Verona University. I don't need
many things. Also what you simply remember. We could improve the presentation more
completely in the next future.
I thank you in advance for your kindness.
Prof.Romano Toppan

Monday 3 April 2006 17.15
Dear Professor Toppan
We have an 'Economic Impact Study' called 'Monitoring Glasgow 1990' by John Myerscough. It
is only available in hard copy. If you can let me know your postal address I can send you a copy.
Charles Bell
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-----Original Message----From: Dott. Toppan Romano [mailto:cedeta@dacos.biz]
Sent: 02 April 2006 15:21
To: charles.bell@cls.glasgow.gov.uk
Subject: BEST PRACTICES
Dear Sir,
according to the suggestion of Mrs. Bridget McConnell, I ask you to be so kind to give me a
short data report about the questions concerning the Event "European Cultural Capital " that
your town celebrated in 1990. I have already received the document Glasgow1990circulation
brief, which is very useful. Nevertheless, you are warmly requested to give also some data
more focused on the economic and statistic facets of the event above mentioned.
I thank you in advance for your kindness, also on behalf of my University and the young
students I am trying to introduce into the new vision of the culture and the cultural heritage
valorization.
I look forward to hearing you.
Most sincerely,
Romano Toppan

----- Original Message ----From: Park, Shirley
To: cedeta@dacos.biz
Cc: McConnell, Bridget ; Finlayson, Jean ; Bell, Charles
Sent: Wednesday, March 29, 2006 11:06 AM
Subject: FW: BEST PRACTICES
SENT ON BEHALF OF BRIDGET McCONNELL, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR (CULTURE AND SPORT)
Dear Professor Toppan,
Thank you for your email message. Please find attached a summary document on Glasgow
1990 European City of Culture. If you have any specific questions our Arts Development
Manager, Charles Bell, would be pleased to answer them. Email Address:
charles.bell@cls.glasgow.gov.uk.
Yours sincerely
Bridget McConnell
Executive Director (Culture and Sport)
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-----Original Message----From: Dott. Toppan Romano [mailto:cedeta@dacos.biz]
Sent: 26 March 2006 10:31
To: culture@glasgow.gov.uk
Subject: BEST PRACTICES
To Att. of Mrs.Bridget McConnell
Dear Madam,
I am Professor of the Culture & Cultural Tourism in various italian Universities (e.g. Verona ),
and one of the best practices I quote concerning the European Cultural Capital Event for my
students, is your experience in 1990.
This is the evaluation I wrote in the text :
" A global programme, with an integrated concept of art & culture. They involved many social,
popular and economic organizations of the town, with the scope to create a long term
improvement of its image and reputation. Their planning was clearly supported by a long term
strategy and vision, their management was participative and with a bottom up methodology,
their project financing was shared both by public and private organizations".
I am interested to do a much better analysis of your "best practice", in order to deepen all the
main facets of your work, according to the attachment.
May you be so kind to help me with the information I request or to adress me to an expert or
the "manager" you charged to coordinate the event ?
I thank you in advance for your kindness.
Most sincerely,
Prof.Romano Toppan
University of Verona & CUOA Business School
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Chapter 5
The experience of Graz
BEST PRACTICES OF THE EVENT :
“ EUROPEAN CAPITAL OF CULTURE” 2003

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMME PRESENCE
HIGHLIGHTS oF THE GRAZ 2003 INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMME PRESENCE OUTSIDE GRAZ
ARCHITECTURE
The architectural programme of the Cultural Capital has found an echo in a number of
international exhibitions:
“The making of an island on the Mur River” in the Austrian Cultural Forum, New York
Before the launch of the Cultural Capital year and well before the Island in the Mur was
finished, the Austrian Cultural Forum in New York staged an exhibition titled ”The making of an
island on the Mur River”.
Duration: 05.12. – 20.12.2002
Austrian Cultural Forum, New York
“CURVES AND SPIKES“ in the Berlin architectural gallery Aedes
In March followed “CURVES AND SPIKES”, an exhibition held in the renowned architectural
gallery Aedes in Berlin, which was dedicated to two Graz projects (realised at the occasion of
the Cultural Capital) by architects Peter Cook, Colin Fournier and Klaus Kada, and presented the
Island in the Mur. Both the Kunsthaus and the City Arena were also presented.
Duration: 07.03. – 20.04.2003
Galerie Aedes, Berlin
“CURVES AND SPIKES” in the Galerie d’Architecture, Paris
From Berlin, ”CURVES AND SPIKES” went on to Paris: La Galerie d’Architecture dedicated a
whole month to the architectural show, from 30.04. to 31.05.2003.
Duration: 30.04. – 31.05.2003
La Galerie d’Architecture, Paris
“OPEN: NEW DESIGNS FOR PUBLIC SPACES” in the Van Alen Institute, New York
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The Van Alen Institute, according to the “New York Times” the first address for exhibitions on
architecture for public spaces in the United States, showed “OPEN: new design for public
spaces” starting from 11 June 2003, a selection of the most innovative architectural projects for
public spaces worldwide. The Island on the River Mur was presented alongside ten other
international projects, among them Zaha Hadid’s new district for Singapore or Peter
Eisenmann’s memorial for the victims of the Holocaust in Berlin.
Duration: 11.06. – 31.10. 2003
Van Alen Institute, New York
EXHIBITIONS
A number of exhibitions, which were implemented by or for Graz 2003, will be shown
elsewhere.
“AS HEAVY AS HEAVEN. TRANSFORMATIONS OF GRAVITY” in Odense/Denmark
The large exhibition, organised by the Kulturzentrum bei den Minoriten, was shown from 11.04.
to 15.06.2003 in the Regional Museum Joanneum as well as in other places of downtown Graz.
The exhibition of the Joanneum moved on to Odense/Denmark and was shown there in the
Contemporary Art Centre Brands Klaedefabrik, the largest exhibition space in the Nordic
countries. The Danish title is “HIMMEL FALDEN”.
Duration: 29.06. – 05.09.2003
Brands Klaedefabrik, Odense/Denmark
“INGE MORATH: BORDER. AREAS“ three times in Slovenia, in New York, Tokyo and Vienna
The exhibition designed by Kurt Kaindl and Brigitte Blüml as part of the Cultural Capital project
went from Graz to Slovenj Gradec (SI). It was further shown from 27.06. in New York, from
29.07. in Ljubljana (SI), and also in Tokyo during November 2003. From 02.12., it can be seen in
the Galerie Westlicht in Vienna. Regina Strassegger’s film of the same title was shown for the
first time in an English-speaking environment on 25.06.2003, in the Austrian Cultural Forum,
New York.
Slovenia 1
Duration: 29.03. – 01.07.2003
Gallery of Fine Arts, Slovenj Gradec
USA
Duration: 27.06 – 09.08.2003
New York: Leica Gallery
Slovenia 2
Duration: 29.07 – 31.08.2003
Ljubljana: Bezigrajska Gallery
Slovenia 3
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06.09. – 4.10.2003
Koper: Pokrajinski Musej
Japan
06.11. – 30.11.2003
Tokyo: Leica Gallery
Austria
02.12.2003 – 01.02.2004
Vienna: Galerie WestLicht
“SENSELESS“ in the Bluecoat Gallery, Liverpool
The exhibition and performance project sinnlos, which explores disability as a social
construction, becomes senseless. The project was opened on 29 October in the Bluecoat
Gallery in Liverpool, the designated Cultural Capital of Europe for 2008.
Duration: 30.10.- 6.12.2003
“PIERRE BOURDIEU. IN ALGERIA. TESTIMONIES OF UPROOTING” in Paris, Lüneburg and Japan
The French sociologist Pierre Bourdieu has left the entire archive of photographs he made
during field research in Algeria (from 1958 to 1961) to the Graz-based photo magazine Camera
Austria. His works were presented under the title “Pierre Bourdieu. Images d’Algérie. Une
affinité elective” in the Institut du Monde Arabe (Institute of the Arab World) in Paris from
where it will go on to Lüneburg, Germany, and Japan.
Duration: 23.01. – 02.03.2003.
“EUROPEAN EYES ON JAPAN” in Japan
The photo project, which explores Europe’s vision of Japan through works by Michael Danner,
Margherita Spiluttini, Agnieska Wolodzko, has moved on to Japan.
Yamagata: Opening on 03.09.2003
Oita: Opening on 15.10.2003
“EUROPAMEMORIA”
The video installations “europamemoria” by film-maker Ruth Beckermann deal with faces and
stories on the varied, and mostly far from deliberate, reasons behind the migration movements
in Europe. It will therefore go on a journey throughout Europe. Destinations have not yet been
fixed.
THEATRE and DANCE THEATRE
In terms of theatre, Graz 2003 has bet on commissioned works – and won. The world premiere
performances staged in Graz will go out to the world and fill other international theatres across
the globe, not least because of a wide range of international co-operation projects. Successes
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among others are distinctions for BEGEHREN (Desire) as world premiere of the year and two
Nestroy awards.
“BEGEHREN” part of the RuhrTriennial
“Begehren” (Desire), a musical theatre by Beat Furrer (music), Reinhild Hoffmann (direction),
and Zaha Hadid (stage design) inaugurated the new Helmut-List-Hall in Graz, as a co-production
between Graz 2003, steirischer herbst and RuhrTriennial, where it was recently performed. The
magazine “Opernwelt” elected the production “world premiere of the year”.
Premiere in Bochum: 17.09.2003
Ruhrtriennale, Jahrhunderthalle Bochum
“BUTTERFLY BLUES” BY HENNING MANKELL at the Schauspielhaus, Düsseldorf
"Butterfly Blues", a play on the destiny of African immigrants that Henning Mankell wrote and
directed for Graz 2003 moved from Graz, where it has already been staged in a second run, to
Düsseldorf in June.
Premiere in Düsseldorf: 03.06.2003
Düsseldorf Schauspielhaus
“CHORPHANTASIE” BY GERT JONKE at the Akademietheater, Vienna
A co-production of Graz 2003 and the Burgtheater of Vienna, Gert Jonke’s “Chorphantasie”
came to life under the direction of Christian Pohle as part of the 03 project “The Music in
Language”. The piece has been staged in Vienna since 9 September and has been awarded
with two Nestroy prizes: as best theatre play, and for its protagonist Markus Hering as best
actor.
Premiere in Vienna: 17.09.2003
Akademietheater

”INNERHALB DES GEFRIERPUNKTES” BY ANSELM GLÜCK at the Schauspielhaus, Düsseldorf
Anselm Glück’s piece “within freezing point” written for the project “The Music in Language”
went to Düsseldorf, where it has been staged from 11 July at the Schauspielhaus. Directed by
Philip Tiedemann, the production of “within freezing point” was realised in a joint project of
Graz 2003, Graz Schauspielhaus and Düsseldorf Schauspielhaus. It was also nominated for the
Nestroy prize.
Premiere in Düsseldorf: 11.07.2003
Düsseldorf Schauspielhaus
“INSIDEOUT” at the Schaubühne, Berlin
The dance theatre project “insideout” was realised in a co-production with steirischer herbst
and the Schaubühne am Lehniner Platz in Berlin (choreographer: Sasha Waltz, composer:
Rebecca Saunders, music: musikFabrik – Ensemble für neue Musik). After the world premiere in
Graz, the Schaubühne took over the production in October.
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Berlin premiere: 09.10.2003
Schaubühne am Lehniner Platz
“LOST HIGHWAY” at the Theatre of Basle
Olga Neuwirth’s and Elfriede Jelinek’s musical theatre “Lost Highway” (after the successful
cinema scenario by David Lynch) is a co-production of steirischer herbst and Theater Basel. The
world premiere was staged on 31.10.2004, the premiere of “Lost Highway” in Basle is
scheduled for May 2004. There are plans to bring the production to Amsterdam (1006/2007)
and to the Lincoln Centre in New York.
Premiere in Basle: 25.05.2004
Theater Basel
“THEATRE OF REPETITION“ in Paris
Bernhard Lang’s musical theatre in three parts was first performed in Graz as a co-production
of steirischer herbst and the Opera National de Paris on 04.10.2003. The production will be
shown in Paris in 2005.
Premiere in Paris: 25.11.2005
Opéra National de Paris
“TRACHT:PFLICHT” at the Landestheater, Salzburg
The play by Bodo Hell is a co-production of Graz 2003 and the Landestheater of Salzburg. At
the centre: a man who reflects influences of different periods and assumes the most various
roles. After the world premiere in Graz, the play was performed from 05.04. at the
Landestheater in Salzburg.
Premiere in Salzburg: 05.04.2003
Landestheater Salzburg

INTERNATIONAL NETWORKING
In a number of artistic areas, international networks – with Graz being one node of many –
were formed and reinforced, so as to enable ongoing art productions. To name a few:
“ART://OUTSIDE THE NETWORK”
The network of “survival spaces” for the project includes numerous international sites. For
example in St. Petersburg where a former Youth Centre was turned into a communication
centre with enhanced infrastructure (Free Academy for Youth). In Odzak High School (North
Bosnia), a multi-media class with 15 computers has been successfully installed, in Sarajevo an
architectural workshop titled “Minimal Housing” was held. Other sites are located in Cologne
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(Ultimate Akademie), in Aarhus (Denmark), in the Kunstraum Gleisdorf (east of Graz), or in
Pavelhaus near Radkersburg (near the Slovenian border).
A selection of presentation dates:
29.10.2003: Line 2, opening of a children’s playground in the district Vasillie Eiland in St.
Petersburg.
02.10 – 28.10.2003: Live performance in St. Petersburg.
15.11. – 17.11.2003: Line 3 "minimal housing" in Sarajevo.
“TRANSLOKAL”
The literary project has connected 25 European cities by literature in the past few years. On this
“literary city tour”, the magazine “Lichtungen” has stopped in Kraków, Ljubljana, Zagreb,
Bratislava, Trieste, Sarajevo, Pécs, Timisoara, Dublin, Lvov, St. Petersburg, Madrid, Tirana,
Prishtina, Bordeaux, Berlin, Glasgow, Brno, Plovdiv, Belgrade, Tallinn, Skopje, Amsterdam and
Istanbul, as well as in Graz, as the 25th and final stop.
“HOMELESS WORLD CUP"
The Homeless Soccer World Championship in Graz was the launching event to an ongoing
World Championship to be continued in Göteborg (Sweden) in 2004. The organisation
headquarters will remain in Graz also in the future, from where the World Cup Office will
organise the World Championship in co-operation with the INSP (International Network of
Street Papers).
2004 in Göteborg: 25.07. – 31.07.2004
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ALLEGATO N. 1 – GRAZ - FINAL REPORT: THIS WAS THE CULTURAL CAPITAL YEAR
The brand “Graz 2003” firmly asserted itself. This is clearly evident from the media coverage,
the successful events, and in tourism figures of the Cultural Capital as well as in a large number
of visits from international delegations.
Event visits
Overall, the 108 projects of the Cultural Capital programme with approx. 6,000 individual
events counted 2,755,271 million visitors. Those events and projects that were conceived as
audience magnets from the beginning, exceeded all expectations, breaking several visitor
records on the way. “The Tower of Babel” in Eggenberg Castle had 116,000 visitors, the
contemporary history show “Mountain of Memories” had 100,255. But even so-called minority
programmes benefited from the Cultural Capital’s drawing force: For example the citizen’s
participation project “17 cultural districts” attracted almost 40,000 people. Equally high was
the frequency in the feminist network initiative “WOMENT!”, in the children’s project
“MINICOSMOS 03”, with 25,195 visitors in a specially set up children’s headquarters, and in
various events organised as part of the 03 youth projects “project pop culture” and
“access.all.areas”, which totalled 70,000 visitors. The p.p.c. even became a real meeting point
for young people. Moreover, readings of foreign-language authors in the framework of
“transLOKAL” registered visitor numbers (1,760), which nobody would have thought possible
in the years before.
Some of the 2003 projects were also honoured with distinctions: “Begehren” for example was
elected “world premiere of the year”, “Chorphantasie” received two “Nestroys” as “best play
of the year” and for the “best actor of the year” (Markus Hering).
TOURISM
IN THE FIRST TEN MONTHS OF THE CULTURAL CAPITAL YEAR, FROM JANUARY TO OCTOBER
2003, PROVIDERS OF ACCOMMODATION IN GRAZ REGISTERED 728,473 OVERNIGHT STAYS,
REPRESENTING A SPECTACULAR INCREASE IN OVERNIGHTS STAYS OF 145,987 (+24.8%)
COMPARED TO 2002, THE TOURISM RECORD YEAR SO FAR. OTHER AUSTRIAN CITIES, SUCH AS
VIENNA, SALZBURG, LINZ, OR INNSBRUCK SAW ONLY MARGINAL INCREASES OR EVEN
SUFFERED SETBACKS.
MEDIA COVERAGE
Since 01.01.2003, a total of 8,759 media reports on Graz 2003 – Cultural Capital of Europe have
been published in various print media. 5,457 articles appeared in Austria alone, 3,302 articles in
international media from a total of 37 different countries. Approx. 100 TV stations reported on
Graz 2003. When adding the media coverage in the run-up to the Cultural Capital year, of which
only about 3,000 articles have been clipped so far, around 11,800 articles on Graz 2003 were
published in the period from 1999–2003.
WEBSITE
The immediate PR work of Graz 2003 also includes the website which registered 22,948,439
page requests (situation as of 1 Dec 2003) since 01.01.2003.
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Delegations
Over 120 national and international delegations have visited the Cultural Capital so far. These
included delegations from the UK, France, Italy, Japan, Croatia etc., among them many future
Cultural Capitals and candidates to the title who wished to benefit from the know-how
gathered by Graz 2003.
Accounts
Graz 2003 – Cultural Capital of Europe will present balanced accounts and end its activity with a
“positive zero”.
EVENTS OF THE CULTURAL CAPITAL
VISITOR NUMBERS
The effects of culture cannot be measured in numbers alone. Yet the marvellous response in
terms of audience figures clearly shows the public interest in and enthusiasm about culture and
its additional social value.
Overall, the 108 projects of the Cultural Capital programme with approx. 6,000 individual
events counted 2.755.271 million visitors. Those events and projects that were conceived as
audience magnets from the beginning, exceeded all expectations, breaking several visitor
records on the way. The Tower of Babel in Eggenberg Castle had 116,000 visitors, the
contemporary history exhibition Mountain of Memories had 100,255. But even so-called
minority programmes benefited from the Cultural Capital’s drawing force: For example the
citizens' participation project 17 Cultural Districts of Graz attracted almost 40,000 people.
Equally high was the frequency in the feminist network initiative WOMENT!, in the children’s
project MINICOSMOS 03, with 25.195 visitors in a specially set up children’s headquarters, and
in various events organised as part of the 03 youth projects project pop culture and
access.all.areas, which totalled 70,000 visitors. The p.p.c. even became a real meeting point for
young people.
Music and scenic arts also have excellent results to show. For example, the concert series Icons
of the 20th Century sold 80% of the venue's overall seating capacity; the performances of Beat
Furrer's Begehren reached a sold-out figure of 104.56%. Musical performances within the
framework of Psalm 2003 sold 81% of seating capacity and the unusual theatre spectacle
Acconci on the Mur reached 97%. The project Scenic Art at the steirischer herbst festival
brought a swarm of 9,638 visitors to its performances, and thus attained an overall percentage
of 94.75% of visitor capacity (insideout 95%, Theatre of Repetitions 93.13%, Lost Highway
108.79% and Dry Clean Show 82.09%)
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VISITOR NUMBERS – PROJECT OVERVIEW (AS OF 1 DECEMBER 2003):
Overall visitors:

2.755.271

Events / special projects
Opening 11.1.03

130.000

The Long Night of the Cultural Capital 28.6.03

40.000

steirischer herbst 2003 18.9.03 - 30.11.03

140.000

Kunsthaus Opening 27.9.03

11.000

Long Night of the Museums 20.9.03

5.897

Acconci-Exhibition in New York 4.12.02 - 20.12.02

1.800

Acconci-Exhibition in Graz 9.1.03 - 28.2.03

5.434

Curves and Spikes, Galerie Aedes Berlin 07.03.03– 20.04.03

8.000

Curves and Spikes, Galerie d’Architecture Paris 30.04.03 – 31.05.03

1.500

Final Weekend with "Lichtfluss & Schlagschatten" and 03 flea market (4.000) 29.11.03

19.000

Radically Changing Europe

258

Japanese Men's Choir 16.9.03

400

Postal stamp presentation 14.3.03

5.000

Marienlift Photo Exhibition 20.11.03 - 28.11.03

290

Granny´s Videos - Concert on 14.6.03

41

Environments
Seventeen Cultural Districts in Graz - events all year long

39.684

ART://OUTSIDE THE NETWORK - all year long

8.230

Woment! 2003 - all year long

2.400

Homeless World Cup 6.7.03 - 12.7.03

20.000

Graz Cooking 4.7.03 - 6.7.03

7.480

selfware 30.4.03 - 26.6.03

2.391

Exhibitions
senseless 4.6.03 - 6.7.03

2.730

Contemporary Art in Graz 2003 10.1.03 - 12.1.03 / 26.4.03 - 27.4.03

40.000

AS HEAVY AS HEAVEN 11.4.03 - 15.6.03

86.974

europamemoria 29.8.03 - 28.9.03

5.235

AIR_PORT 2003 - all year long

3.435

Keep in touch Pierre Bourdieu: In Algeria 15.11.03 – 6.2.04 (as of 30.11.03)
European Eyes on Japan 25.7.03 - 24.8.03

20.747
4.270

KEEP IN TOUCH. Positions in Japanese Fotography 3.10.03 - 2.11.03
The Laws of the Father 4.10.03 - 28.02.04

28.927
5.849

Balkan Consulate 2003 (St. Petersburg, Belgrade, Prague, Istanbul, Budapest, Sarajevo)
spb.visuals.discourse.film.rock 10.1.03 - 8.2.03
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15.000
4.000

Auto Art 2003 28.5.03 - 15.6.03

29.700

Erinnerungen an die Menschheit (Memories of Humanity) 11.1.03 - 23.2.03

11.000

Joze Plecnik and Ljubljana 9.1.03 - 30.3.03

7.435

Latent Utopias 25.10.02 - 2.3.03

27.971

M_ARS 10.1.03 - 26.3.03

18.429

Phantom of Desire 25.4.03 - 24.8.03

50.420

Wanda SM 24.4.03 - 25.5.03

1.690

Mountain of Memories 22.3.03 - 26.10.03 (incl. Granny´s Videos)

100.255

Masterpieces of Styrian Modernism 28.5.03 - 12.10.03

10.200

Dress and Armour 9.5.03 - 26.10.03

57.371

The Tower of Babel 5.4.03 - 5.10.03

116.000

Einbildung 26.10.03 – 18.1.03 (as of 30.11.03)

53.647

Support 20.9.03 – 28.8.04 (as of 30.11.03)

6.067

Children / Youth
Play Graz 28.6.03 - 2.7.03

19.000

Periscope 2003 - all year long

248

Minicosmos 2003 - all year long

25.195

access all areas 17.1.03 – 30.9.03

25.890

Heritage and Future 13.6.03 - 17.6.03

950

Music
project pop culture – p.p.c. - all year long

44.202

Paths of Music concert on 11.11.03
Icons of the 20th Century 6.2.03 - 28.11.03

420
9.079

Psalm 2003 5.3.03 - 27.4.03

6.560

European Jazz 2003 20.1.03 - 21.11.03

3.600

City Music Scene - all year long

3.820

styriarte 2003 19.6.03 - 22.7.03

30.000

Three Centuries of Russian Music - Gergiev 11.2.03 - 23.2.03
From the Depths of Oblivion - all year long

14.190
7521

Begehren 9.1.03 - 18.1.03

4.500

Hooked on Stolz 2.5.03 – 9.5.03

1.663

hoffmann.remixed (semi-finals: 13.1.03; finals: 13. - 15.6.03)

250

Arvo Pärt – In Principio 22.5.03

680

Science / Religion
masterminds 2003 (1.3.01 - 31.12.03)

2.020

Culture of Human Rights 2003 - all year long

966

Legal Culture – Culture in Law 14.5.03 - 16.5.03

596
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UNIverse 2003 15.5.03 - 17.5.03 (UNIverse Journeys 1.500, Party/FH Joanneum 400,
Party/University of Graz 2.000, Party/University of Music 1.200, Party/University of
Technology 1.500, Cube/TU 600, Close View 200 visitors since 04.11.03 )

7.900

Personality Walk 2003 - all year long

12.000

The Long Night of Tolerance 8.7.03

420

Project: Interfaith Europe 5.7.03 - 10.7.03

1.364

Film / Photo / New Media
local task - mur.at 11.10.03 - 26.10.03

4.600

Chess003 – Computer World Championship 22.11.03 - 30.11.03

2.000

Media Tower 2003 - all year long

8.000

Diagonale SPECIALS - Carl Mayer 24.3.03 - 30.3.03

2.270

Diagonale SPECIALS - Crossing Europe 24.7.03 - 30.8.03

6.694

Diagonale SPECIALS -Tribute Robert Frank 11.9.03

687

City_Region_Art 11.7.-24.7.03

10.278

Inge Morath: Border.Areas Graz 31.1.03 - 2.3.03

15.000

Inge Morath: Border.Areas Koper 6.9.03 - 4.10.03

1.500

Inge Morath: Border.Areas Ljubljana 29.07.03 - 31.08.03

1.900

Inge Morath: Border.Areas Slovenj Gradec 29.03.03 - 01.07.03

3.000

Inge Morath: Border.Areas New York 27.06.03 - 09.08.03

2.600

Inge Morath: Border.Areas Tokyo 06.11.03- 30.11.03

2.150

Architecture / Art in Public Spaces
real*utopia 2003 24.5.03 - 26.10.03

25.000

Architecture in Graz – Book presentation 10.5.2003

250

Art Taxi - all year long

42.000

Island in the Mur (visitors 966.000, events not related to Graz 2003 7.640)

973.640

Marienlift (Lift to Mary) - all year long

240.000

Theatre / Dance
Unknown Neighbours 22.1.03 - 31.5.03

2.714

Acconci on the Mur 3.7.03 - 13.7.03

2.500

Tracht:Pflicht 14.3.03 - 23.3.03

470

Butterfly Blues 10.1.03 - 19.2.03 / 28.5.03 - 31.5.03

7.831

Scanic Art (insideout 2.528, Theatre of Repetitions 1.520,
Lost Highway 2.738, Dry Clean Show 2.852)

9.638

Literature
Music in Language 16.5.03 – 29.11.03

7.823

Young People Write in 2003 5.7.03 - 11.7.03

145

There’s something in the Air… 13.6.2003 - 14.6.2003

151

Poetics of the Border 15.11.03

305

Graz from the Outside 28.3.2003

144

Wolf Haas – Book Presentation 14.2.03

480

TransLOKAL 14. and 15.11.03

1.760
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Tourism figures: overnight stays in the cultural capital year
In the first ten months of the Cultural Capital Year, from January to October 2003, hotels in
Graz registered a total of 728,473 overnight stays. This is a spectacular increase of 145,987
overnight stays (+ 24.8%) compared to 2002, which was the record year in tourism so far.
The statistical values should also be seen in the light of the figures reached by other Austrian
cities: while Graz was happy about the mentioned increase in the period from January to
October, figures in the other regional capitals did not go up as high or even declined in some
cases. For example, Vienna’s tourism balance for the first ten months shows an increase of +
2.4%, Salzburg of + 2.2%, Linz a plus of 0.7% and Innsbruck a minus of 2.7%. See the table on the
following page for the tourism success of Graz 2003 – Cultural Capital of Europe.
The most successful month of all was October: A new peak of 84,120 overnight stays even
exceeded last year’s record around the Kalachakra meeting. The highest increase was
registered in the months of February (+ 50%), July (+ 37.1%), and August (+ 34.6%).
The highest increase in the flow of visitors from January to October 2003 came from Slovenia
(+ 87.5%, in August the stream of visitors from our neighbouring country even went up by
378.1%), followed by Germany (+ 48.9%), France (+ 28.7%), and Spain (+ 25.6%). By the way: the
Viennese were also curious about the Cultural Capital, which attracted 79.2% more visitors from
the city designated as “the nicest suburb of Graz” than in the previous year.
The increase in daily visits to Graz is even greater and clearly exceeds the plus in overnight
stays. According to estimates from tourism organisations, this segment has more than
doubled. This assumption is based on tourist guide bookings (plus 111%), and higher visitor
frequencies in the tourism information services of Graz 2003 and Graz Tourism (overall
increase of more than 110%).
CHANGES IN MARKET FIGURES BY CITIES
Changes in percent January to October 2003 and 2002

2003

Graz

Innsbruck

Salzburg

Vienna

Linz

January

30.50%

0.90%

6.80%

5.40%

7.30%

February

50.00%

-0.70%

2.30%

0.40%

0.10%

March

14.60%

-5.50%

-15.60%

-7.10%

0.90%

April

14.00%

0.20%

8.60%

1.30%

6.50%

May

28.00%

-18.60%

-4.10%

-3.40%

2.70%

June

33.90%

-10.30%

0.20%

-4.00%

-4.20%

July

37.10%

-7.80%

-2.60%

-3.20%

-5.60%

August

34.60%

3.60%

8.10%

8.50%

2.50%

September

19.70%

5.20%

5.00%

12.50%

3.50%

2.70%

6.10%

11.30%

13.20%

-2.30%

24.85%

-2.74%

2.17%

2.44%

0.73%

October
Jan. – Oct.
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Relative MARKET GROWTH BY COUNTRY OF ORIGIN
Changes in percent January to October 2003 and 2002

Market growth by country of origin in percent
100,0%

87,5%

90,0%

79,2%

80,0%
70,0%
60,0%

48,9%

50,0%
40,0%
20,0%
10,0%

33,7%

28,7%

30,0%

16,7%
7,1%

29,0%

25,6%
17,3%

4,5% 4,5%

3,3%

6,8%

0,0%
others

GB

USA

Hungary

Spain

Slovenia

Switzerland

Croatia

Japan

Italy

France

Germany

Vienna

A without
Vienna

MEDIA RESPONSE: OVERALL FACTS AND FIGURES
PRESS RESPONSE
Since 1 January 2003, a total of 8,759 reports about Graz 2003 – Cultural Capital of Europe have
been published in a wide range of media. 5,457 articles appeared in Austria, and 3,302 in
international media from 37 different countries. Prior to the opening, estimated 3,000 reports
more had been published; thus, altogether some 11,800 articles on Graz 2003 have appeared
from 1999 to 2003.
A SELECTION OF INTERNATIONAL PRINT MEDIA WHICH HAVE REPORTED ON GRAZ 2003:
Germany: FAZ, Süddeutsche Zeitung, Spiegel, Stern, Die Welt, Frankfurter Rundschau, ART,
Bild, Focus, Berliner Zeitung, Financial Times Deutschland, KulturSpiegel Jänner 2003,
Abendzeitung, Auto Motor Sport;
Great Britain: The Independent, The Times, International Herald Tribune, Observer, Guardian,
Financial Times, World Architecture, Opera Now, Opera, Jewish Chronicle, New Architecture,
Great Britain Wallpaper, Telegraph Travel, Architectural Review;
Italy: La Repubblica, Giornale dell’Arte, L´Opera, Il Piccolo, Avvenire, Wall Street Journal, The
Independent, Il Abitare, Grazia, Reforma, Tutto Turismo, Gulliver;
Croatia: Globus, Jutarnji List, Vecernji List, Vjesnik, Nacional, Glas Istre, Feral Tribune, Vijenac,
Nedjeljni Vjesnik;
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Czech Republic: Respekt, Hospodarske Noviny, Atelier, V Zahranici, Rhytmus Zivota, Hudebni
Rozhledy, Ceskobudejovicke Listy;
Hungary: Muerto, Europai utar, Magyar Nemzet, Travel&Utazas, Dunantuli Naplo, Figyelo,
Hirlap, Pester Lloyd, Praesens, Vasárnap Reggel;
Portugal: Vogue, Jornal de Noticias, Diario de Coimbra, Gentlemen’s Quaterly, Commercio de
Porto, JN, Diario de Avairo, Rotas & Destinos;
Spain: El Pais, El Mundo, ELLE, La Vanguardia, Metro Directe, Faro di Vigo, El Correro, Sur, La
Cronica de Leon, El Diario Vasco, La Clave, Diario de Sevilla;
Switzerland: NZZ, Tages Anzeiger, Sonntagsblick, Le Temps, Le Matin, Blick, Basler Zeitung,
Basler Magazin, Schweizer Tagblatt, Berner Rundschau, Die Südostschweiz;
Slovenia: Cosmopolitan, Vecer, Delo, Dnevnik, Demokracija, Gorenjski Glas, Ljubjanske Novice,
Lipov List, Nedeljski Dnevnik, Mladina, Mariborcan;
USA: New York Times, New York Post, Washington Post, Metropolis Magazine, Opera News,
art in america;
Furthermore, there have been reports on Graz 2003 in Belgium, Denmark, Greece, Ireland,
Japan, Canada, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Slovakia, Bulgaria, Yugoslavia, Ukraine, Russia,
Sweden, Norway, Finland, India, Mexico, China, Korea, etc.
The staff of our Press Centre was able to personally welcome 1,734 journalists.
TELEVISION COVERAGE
Nearly 100 TV stations stations from all over the world have brought the Cultural Capitals to
living rooms all over the globe, among them CNN (USA), BBC (GB), Arte (F), Canale 5 (I), HBO
(USA), Euronews (F), but also NHK (Japan), TV Petersburg (RU) or Senegalese TV. Here, 3sat
Television as the official TV media partner of Graz 2003 has had a special role. In all, a total
number of 160 reports has been broadcasted by international TV stations
THE 03 WEBSITE
As an illustration of the immediate effects of the Graz 2003 press activities, we'd like to point
out the website of the Cultural Capital, which has recorded 22,948,439 page requests (as of 1
Dec 2003) since 1 January 2003.
A SELECTION OF INTERNATIONAL MEDIA REPORTS ON THE CULTURAL CAPITAL YEAR
GERMANY
„Graz 2003 - ein Ausnahmezustand, der nach dem Willen der Grazer Normalität werden soll.“
("Graz 2003 – a state of emergency which, according to the Grazers, shall become normality.")
STERN
„... wo in Wien Tradition und Repräsentation lähmend wirkten, gärte es aufrührerisch an der
Mur.“
("… whereas Vienna was paralyzed with tradition and representation, the city on the River Mur
stood for rebel ground.")
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FAZ
„Mehr Kultur geht nicht. So viel Graz war nie.“
("More culture is not possible. There has never been so much Graz before.")
PRISMA
„Kultur im grünen Bereich“
("Culture as it ought to be.“)
WELT AM SONNTAG
„... im Luftzug der Kulturhauptstadt, der alles möglich zu machen scheint, gilt jetzt sogar der
Ritter mit den ausgefallenen sexuellen Präferenzen als Sohn der Stadt.“
("… in the wake of the Cultural Capital, where everything seems to be possible, even the knight
with the strange sexual preferences has been adopted.")
FAZ
„Graz steht Kopf“
("Graz stands on its head.")
FAZ
„Graz 2003 - Ufo im Weltkulturerbe“
("Graz 2003 – an UFO in the World Cultural Heritage.")
BILANZ
„Graz 2003 - Eine Stadt erfindet sich neu“
("Graz 2003 – A city reinvents itself.")
ELLE DECORATION
„Seitdem die steirische Landeshauptstadt im Südosten Österreichs zur europäischen
Kulturhauptstadt 2003 ausgerufen wurde, hat sich das hübsche Stiefkind zur Schönheitskönigin
gemausert.“
("Since the capital of Styria in the southeast of Austria was nominated Cultural Capital of Europe
2003, this pretty Cinderella has turned into a beauty queen.")
FRANKFURTER RUNDSCHAU
„Graz zeigt, wie auch Europa von seinen Kulturhauptstädten profitieren kann.“
("Graz demonstrates how Europe itself can benefit from its Cultural Capitals.")
FRANKFURTER RUNDSCHAU
„Graz – da muss man jetzt hin“
("Graz is the place to be.")
LISA
„Wo die Kultur niemals schläft“
("Where culture never sleeps.")
GUTER RAT
„Frischzellen für Pensionopolis“
("Fresh cells for Pensionopolis.")
SÄCHSISCHE ZEITUNG
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„Tu Bizeps Austria“
("Tu biceps Austria.")
SÜDDEUTSCHE ZEITUNG
„Dicker Fisch in der Steiermark“
("A big shot in Styria.")
STERN
„Graz guckt – und Europa schaut zurück.“
("Graz looks out – and Europe looks back.")
BRAUNSCHWEIGER ZEITUNG
„Graz sei zu benutzen wie ein Supermarkt – selbst wer nichts braucht, wird irgendetwas
finden.“
("Graz should be visited like a supermarket – even those who don’t need anything will find
something to take home.")
SWITZERLAND
„Graz tickt wunderbar verkehrt.“
(”Graz ticks wonderfully anti-clockwise.“)
NZZ
„So viel Graz wie heuer war nie. [...] So viel Kulturhauptstadt war nie.“
(„More Graz than ever before. More Cultural Capital than ever before.“)
NZZ
„Kulturhauptstadt mit Zukunft. Graz greift nach den Sternen.“
("A forward-looking Cultural Capital. Graz reaches for the stars.")
SONNTAGSBLICK
„Mit Graz und Gloria. Spürbar erfolgreich.“
("In splendour and glory. Graz radiates success.")
SONNTAGSBLICK
„Die Kulturhauptstadt in Österreichs Süden verführt, buhlt und provoziert.“
("The Cultural Capital in southern Austria is seductive, playful and provoking.")
TAGBLATT
„La ville a pourtant montré que, sous une bonhomie provinciale bien assumée, elle dispose
d´un tissu culturel qui justifie largement l´honneur qui lui échoit.“
("Nevertheless the city has demonstrated that under its self-chosen provincial simple-mindedness
there is a cultural core which largely deserves the honour it has been accorded.")
LE TEMPS
„Graz, couronnée capitale européenne de la culture pour 2003, est une ville de province qui n´a
pas peur de revendiquer ce statut. […] Graz demontre que charme provincial n´est pas obligé
d´aller de pair avec repli sur soi.“
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("Graz, nominated Cultural Capital of Europe for 2003, is a provincial city that doesn’t fear to claim
this status for itself. […] Graz demonstrates that provincial charm does not necessarily reflect a
hillbilly attitude.")
LE TEMPS

USA
“This is no slumbering southern backwater. With the pending expansion of the European
Union, Graz moves from the eastern fringes of 20th-century Europe to a strategic position as a
21st-century crossroads.“
THE NEW YORK TIMES
“The sites built for Graz 2003 are innovative and forward-looking, even eccentric.”
THE NEW YORK TIMES
“Don't feel bad if you've never heard of Graz. Even though it's Austria's second largest city, and
Arnold Schwarzenegger's birthplace, it's still largely undiscovered by Americans. But thanks to
its new status as this year's European Capital of Culture, Graz is about to have its cinderella
moment.“
NEW YORK POST TRAVEL
“Graz officials have used the title "Cultural Capital" to bring their 850-year-old city into the 21st
century with a slew of new projects.”
NEW YORK POST TRAVEL
“More than its predecessors, this otherwise quaint and provincial city has effectively – and
permanently – used this year to reshape itself.”
METROPOLIS MAGAZINE
“Graz is not only building – it's doing so in a spectacular way.”
METROPOLIS MAGAZINE
“Anyone who left Graz last year will be coming back to a very different place.”
METROPOLIS MAGAZINE
“In Graz the Cultural Capital title has perhaps been most instrumental as a rallying point around
which things have gotten done, and the city stands to make some significant euros from it.”
METROPOLIS MAGAZINE
“In the end the Cultural Capital designation is an economic program, but in this case it's one
that's largely founded on some remarkable lasting architecture. Long after the 2003 banners
have come down, and the galleries, theaters, and museums return to their normal schedules,
Graz will stand as a solid proving ground for the likes of Acconci, Cook, Fournier, and even its
own Graz school.“
SLOVENIA
NEDELJA
„Gradec – evropska kulturna prestolnica odpira nove perspektive ...”
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("Graz, the European Capital of Culture, opens new perspectives ...“)
FRANCE
LE MONDE
„Une capitale culturelle de l’Europe ouverte à l’avant-garde.“
("A Cultural Capital open to the avant-garde.“)
„Mais l'on ne s'endort pas non plus sur le patrimoine. Peu de villes européennes ont su à ce
point tirer parti de leur éphémère statut de "capitale culturelle" pour se doter d'infrastructures
de qualité qui marqueront le paysage urbain et accueillir des créateurs venus de tous les
horizons.“
("But here nobody rests on their laurels. Only few European cities have made such good use
of their temporary Cultural Capital status to give themselves a quality infrastructure, which will
mark the cityscape permanently, and attract creative individuals from all over the world.")
„Elue pour cette année capitale européenne de la culture, la deuxième ville d'Autriche propose
un programme pétillant d'esprit et d'audace. [...] Une jolie perle de culture, amoureuse de son
passé et cepnedant tournée vers l'avenir.“
("Nominated Cultural Capital of Europe this year, the second-largest city of Austria presents
a programme that sparkles with imagination, spirit and pure cheek. […] [Graz] is a beautiful pearl
of culture, in love with its own past but nonetheless forward-looking.")
L'EST MAGAZINE
„Graz, masochiste avec talent. […] Assoupie, provinciale, Graz prouve qu'elle est capable aussi
d'accélération.“
("Graz, a gifted masochist.
Although slumbering in provincialism, Graz demonstrates that it’s capable of acceleration.")
ELLE DÉCORATION
HUNGARY
„Grazban van katarzis.“
(„In Graz there's catharsis.“)
NÈPSZAVA

GREAT BRITAIN
“Graz has embarked upon a programme of urban architecture that takes the breath away.”
THE TIMES
“There is so much to see in Graz.”
TRAVEL IQ
“Looking for something to do this weekend? Then get over to the Austrian city of Graz.”
ARCHITECT'S JOURNAL
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“Graz is emerging from its shell to become one of Europe’s most desirable cultural
destinations.”
OPERA NEWS
“Finland for Sibelius, Italy for Rossini … and Graz, European City of Culture, for everything
else.”
DAILY TELEGRAPH
“Graz, Cultural Capital of Europe 2003, takes up the cultural baton with a vengeance this year.”
THE INDEPENDENT

BELGIUM
„Culturele hoofdstad rekent af met bestofte verleden.“
("Cultural Capital clears out the musty past. ")
GAZET VAN ANTWERPEN
„Dez stad trekt wel degelijk alle registers open om het label van culturele hoofdstad te
verdienen.“
("This city really pulls out all the stops everyday to deserve the title of Cultural Capital.")
VROUW
„2003 l’an de Graz”
("2003, the Year of Graz“)
WEEKEND LE VIF/L’EXPRESS
CROATIA
„Projekt kulturne metropole Europe Grazu je u prvih sedam mjeseci 2003. donio imidž jedne od
najpoželjnijih turističkih destinacija.“
("The Cultural Capital project has earned the City of Graz the image of being among the most
popular tourism destinations within the first seven months of 2003.")
VIJENAC
„Cijeli se projekt odvija izvrsno, bolje nego što se itko nadao.“
("The whole project is running excellently, better than was ever hoped.")
FERAL TRIBUNE
MEXICO
"Graz, la reina de corazones"
("Graz, the queen of hearts")
RUTAS DEL MUNDO
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FINLAND
„Kulttuurinnälkäinen matkailija ei näänny tarjonnan puutteeseen, pikemminkin päinvastoin.
Grazissa tapahtuu kulttuurin saralla aina, mutta erityisesti nyt kun kaupunki on parrasvaloissa,
tarjonta on hulppeaa ja kansainvälisestikin merkittävää.“
("Aficionados of the arts will find a wide range on offer to choose from. In Graz there are
always a lot of cultural events going on, but now that the city is in the limelight of Europe,
there is an even wider and internationally remarkable selection.")
ILTA-SANOMAT
ITALY
„Città di grande vivacità artistica, Graz, capitale europea della cultura per il 2003, è stata
trasformata in un labirinto di palcoscenici, auditorium, spazi espositivi, sia in antichi edifici sia in
nuove costruzioni polivalenti.”
("Graz – Cultural Capital of Europe 2003, a city vibrating with artistic energy, was turned into a
labyrinth of stages, concert halls, exhibition places both in historical buildings and in new multiuse premises.")
VOGUE
„Graz, dove l’arte si fa spettacolo.”
("Graz, where the arts have become a performance in public spaces.")
L’ECO DI BERGAMO
„È la città stessa che si trasforma e diventa uno stimolo culturale.”
("It is the city itself that changes and becomes a cultural incentive.")
L’ECO DI BERGAMO
„Ciò che sorprende non è tutta questa mole di esibizioni, ma la grande fruibilità nel potervi
accedere.”
("What surprises most is not the huge extent of the projects but their attractive and inviting
appearance.")
L’ECO DI BERGAMO
„Per la località della Stiria il 2003 sarà un anno decisivo, al termine del quale potrebbe essere
lanciata definitivamente nell’Olimpo del turismo mitteleuropeo.”
("For the Styrian city, the year 2003 will be decisive, at which end Graz might have definitely
reached the Olympus of Central European tourism.")
SETTEGIORNI IN FRIULI
„Una passeggiata nel passato. Un viaggio nel futuro. […] L’abbinamento tra l’architettura
moderna e una ricchissima offerta culturale ha creato un mix unico ed affascinante.”
("A walk into the past. A journey into the future. […] The combination of modern architecture
and a wealth of cultural events has created a unique and fascinating mixture.")
L'ECO DELLA STAMPA, GUIDA VIAGGI
„Già in gennaio all’inaugurazione del suo anno come capitale europea Graz aveva
positivamente sorpreso con l’annuncio di un programma di tutto rispetto e con la
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presentazione di una serie di nuovi edifici pubblici destinati a lasciare tracce durature nella vita
culturale e artistica della città.”
("As early as January, during the opening of the Cultural Capital year, Graz not only surprised us
with its highly remarkable programme but also with a series of new public buildings which will
leave permanent traces in the cultural and artistic life of the city.")
IL PICCOLO
„Sembra un banale gioco di parole, ma per Graz, seconda città dell’Austria dopo Vienna, il 2003
è proprio un anno di grazia.”
("It sounds like a trivial game of words, but for Graz, the second-largest city of Austria after
Vienna, the year 2003 is the year of mercy.")
IO DONNA (Supplement CORRIERE DELLA SERA)
„Ricchissimo, svariatissimo, praticamente imponente. Occorrono tutti questi aggettivi per dare
appena un’idea del programma di altissimo livello allestito dalla città di Graz per il 2003.“
("Extremely rich and varied, impressively implemented. All these adjectives are necessary to
describe the highly ambitious programme that Graz has prepared for the year 2003.")
L’ECO DI BERGAMO
„La seconda città dell’Austria quest’anno esce finalmente allo scoperto. Con un ricco
programma di eventi, degno di una grande “capitale europea della cultura”. E con una serie di
realizzazioni all’altezza della sua fama architettonica.”
("The second-largest city in Austria finally went onto the public stage this year. With a packed
calendar of events that is worthy of a great Cultural Capital of Europe. And with a series of
interesting new buildings which confirm the city’s reputation for excellent architecture.")
TUTTOTURISMO
„Quest’anno la protagonista assoluta e lei: Graz.”
("It takes the only lead role this year: the City of Graz.")
VIAGGI E SAPORI
„Graz: fascino antico e stile ipermoderno”
("Graz: historical charm and ultra-modern style.")
BELLA
„Graz – Officina Futuro […] Ecco Graz, capitale della cultura 2003. Dove l’Europa più creativa
sta lavorando…”
("Graz – workshop of the future. […] This is Graz, Cultural Capital 2003. Where the cream of
European creativity is at work.)"
GULLIVER
„Graz ha deciso di scrollarsi di dosso polvere e incrostazioni e di guardare al futuro con una
nuova progettualità.”
("Graz has decided to shake dust and crumbs from its coat and to forge new plans for the
future.)"
IL PICCOLO
„A Graz, arte moderna su un cuore antico.”
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("Graz, modern art with a historic core.")
VERA MAGAZINE
„Graz: Come un'elegante signora fin de siècle che si libra di corsetto e crinoline per indossare
minigonna e tacchi a spillo …”
("Graz: like an elegant lady of the fin de siècle, changing her corset and hoop skirt for a mini skirt
and a pair of high heels ... ")
ANNA

DELEGATIONs
VISITS OF INTERNATIONAL DELEGATIONS TO THE CULTURAL CAPITAL
More than 120 international delegations from the culture, politics, science and university
domains visited Graz during the Cultural Capital year. Among them were numerous delegations
from future Cultural Capitals and candidate cities that wished to learn from the experience
made by Graz 2003 representatives on site in technical discussions. These groups act as
multipliers, communicating the qualities of Graz throughout the world.
To learn from Graz means learning how to win.
Minister Dr. Michael Vesper (Minister of Urbanism and Living, Culture and Sports of North
Rhine Westphalia)
Graz has created a new standard for all Cultural Capitals.
Spyros Mercouris, Melina Mercouris’ brother, ECCM Chairman of Honour

“Graz has encouraged us. […] Like Regensburg, Graz had been on the fringe of Europe for a very
long time. And the opening to the new Europe is evident in Graz just as it will be in Regensburg
soon.” Hans Schaidinger, Mayor of Regensburg (Regensburg is a candidate to the title of Cultural
Capital of Europe 2010)”
Mittelbayerische Zeitung

“The people of Graz have all grown two inches”. Bremen Chamber of Commerce, Managing
Director Uwe A. Nullmeyer at the occasion of a trip to Graz with the “Culture-Economy” working
group of the City of Bremen (Bremen is a candidate to the title of Cultural Capital of Europe
2010).
Weser Report
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LIST OF DELEGATIONS:
Genoa - Cultural Capital 2004 (several visits)
Lille - Cultural Capital 2004 (several visits)
Cork – Cultural Capital 2005 (several visits)
Department of culture, City of Zagreb
Augsburg candidate to the title of Cultural Capital 2010
European Parliament of Culture, Ambassador Karl-Erick Norrman
Karlsruhe candidate to the title of Cultural Capital 2010
Olympus, Chairman Mr. Kishimoto
Bremen candidate to the title of Cultural Capital 2010
Kassel candidate to the title of Cultural Capital 2010
Volga Cultural Capital
Dornbirn Chamber of Commerce
Cultural Committee, Vienna
St. Pölten, Lower Austria, Cultural Economics committee
The Minister of Culture, Bavaria
Karlsruhe candidate to the title of Cultural Capital 2010
Bregenz Festival
Trade and Culture Committee, Bremen candidate to the title of Cultural Capital 2010
Cardiff candidate to the title of Cultural Capital 2008
Münster candidate to the title of Cultural Capital 2010
Kassel candidate to the title of Cultural Capital 2010
Karlsruhe Cultural Capital 2010
High school teachers of Wakayama, Japan
Conference of the European Ministers of Foreign Affairs
Faculty of Economics, Maribor
Salzburg delegation, government delegates and party secretaries
SPÖ Regional Parliamentary Club of the Social Democrats, Salzburg
Berlin, Committee of Cultural Affairs of the Chamber of Deputies, Berlin
Austrian Senate, Vienna
Technical University Chemnitz
Delegation Liguria
Cultural Committee, Linz
International Rectors Conference
The Mayor of Celje, Slovenia
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IWA (International Women’s Association), meeting in Graz
Committee meeting of broadcasters 3sat / ORF / SRG / ZDF / ARD
Imam conference (representatives of Islamic communities from 23 countries)
Augsburg candidate to the title of Cultural Capital 2010
The Mayor of the Region of Sarajevo (Bosnia and Herzegovina)
Social-Democrat Delegation, Darmstadt candidate to the title of Cultural Capital 2010
Foreign ambassadors Ljubljana, delegation of diplomats
Birmingham candidate to the title of Cultural Capital 2008
Dresden, Christian-Democrat Section of the Parliament of Saxonia
Görlitz candidate to the title of Cultural Capital 2010
Radiokulturhaus Vienna
The town of Radenthein
Ambassadors’ wives from Ljubljana
Social-Democrat representatives, Linz
Linz Cultural Administration
Lawyers from Augsburg
British Council
The President of Lithuania Vaira Vike-Freiberga
Augsburg Mayor Eva Leipprand
Architects’ and Engineers’ Association Augsburg
Delegation of the Municipal Council Karlsruhe
REGIONALE 2010 NRW Rhineland Region
IAKM Conference (International Association Communication and Media)
Chairman of the Circle of Promoters Bremen candidate to the title of Cultural Capital 2010
Minister-President of the State of Hessen, Roland Koch; Minister of Science and the Arts, Udo
Corts
City of Weimar Cultural Capital 1999 and Weimar State Orchestra
Regensburg candidate to the title of Cultural Capital 2010
ARTE programme conference
Richard Castelli, Art Director of Lille Cultural Capital 2004
Cultural Committee of the Danish Parliament
Elukka Eskelinen, Intendant of Helsinki Cultural Capital 2000
Potsdam candidate to the title of Cultural Capital 2010
SPD-parliamentary group Hessen, Kassel candidate to the title of Cultural Capital 2010
Summer University Conference
Gebietsbetreuung Gumpendorf, 6th and 7th districts, Vienna
Didier Fusillier, Intendant Lille Cultural Capital 2004
Bert van Meggelen, Intendant Rotterdam Cultural Capital 2001
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Schnittpunkt Graz – International Curators Network
Green parliament group Kassel, candidate to the title of Cultural Capital 2010
Young Liberals Hessen
Federal conference Young Economy
Cultural committee Salzburg
Cultural committee Sankt Pölten
SPÖ parliament group Sankt Pölten
Rotary Club Salzburg North
Cultural Capital of Canada
Cultural Committee of the Austrian Association of Cities and Towns
School headmasters Celje (Slovenia)
EuRegionale 2008 Aachen
EU Committee of the Regions
Wolfgang Thierse, President of the German Bundestag
British Arts Minister Estelle Morris
The Mayor of Pafos/Cyprus Fidias Sarikis and Themis Filippidis/Pantelis Leptos
Danica Simsic, Mayor of Ljubljana
Les Rencontres, Network of elected officials of cities, regions and communities from Europe
(300 cities and regions from 28 countries)
Defence Minister CENCOOP
Delegation from Osijek (Croatia)
Cultural Service of the City of Linz
State initiative StadtBauKultur NRW
Art cocktail/Cultural association Vienna
Mayors from Bosnia
City of Augsburg candidate to the title of Cultural Capital 2010
ECCM
The Vice-Mayor of Bolzano with Italian/German Department of Culture
Peter Benz, Mayor of Darmstadt
Chris Hurley, Director of the Cork Film Festival
Delegation from Osnabrück
Erna Hennicot-Schoepges, Minister of the Arts, Luxemburg / Paul Faber, Ambassador of
Luxemburg / Guy Dockendorf of the Ministry of Arts
European Parliament of Culture
Delegation from Rennes
Candidate team from the Ruhr region, candidate to the title of Cultural Capital 2010
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Still to come:
Delegation from China
Delegation from Liverpool Cultural Capital 2008
Representatives of the Japanese Senate
Delegation from Münster
Jean Lous Poitevin, Director of the French Cultural Institute Innsbruck
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ALLEGATO N.2 – GRAZ - GRAZ 2003 MARKETING
Marketing for Graz 2003 – facts and figures
The marketing activities for Graz 2003 – Cultural Capital of Europe constitute the biggest
communication project ever implemented in the arts and city marketing in modern Austria.
From product development down to classical advertising and customer care, more than 60 coorganisers and over 300 partner companies and suppliers were integrated under one umbrella
brand management.
141

advertising subjects

846

subject designs (approximate figure)

4

umbrella campaigns

124

programme campaigns

3.023

individual advertisement formats

6.480

pages of advertising & promotion content

875

promotion & presentation activities in 17 countries

65

balloon launches in 38 places throughout Europe

280

Velo taxi days in 21 places throughout Europe

1,312,500

direct contacts during promotion activities (c.)

1,585

outdoor logo branding points

1,236

indoor logo branding points

1,200

distribution points for advertising material

54

advertisement distribution runs

20

advertising and communication prizes awarded

19,664,400

individual advertising media

112,710

face-to-face visitor contacts at 2003 info points

34,278

customer calls

4,174

individually answered written requests

387,000

standardised customer mails & mailshots

2,312

groups welcomed by Graz 2003

261

liaison teachers in schools

56

03 schoolscouts

1,595

03 club members

1,208

ticket sales points selling all Graz 2003 tickets

"other events in graz" – the additional programme of graz 2003
194 additional programme items have been announced in the "03 LIVE" supplement. 39 of
those have their own project description at the 03 website. The following projects have been
advertised outside the region through the "Graz flies" campaign:
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Kirov Ballett

14.014 visitors

Classics in the City

52.500 visitors

Jazz Summer Graz 2003

110.000 visitors

AIMS

5.400 visitors

La strada

140.000 visitors

Mountainbike European
Championship Graz 2003

35.000 visitors
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ALLEGATO N. 3 – GRAZ - COMMUNICATION AWARDS
DISTINCTIONS FOR THE ADVERTISING AND COMMUNICATION CONCEPT OF GRAZ 2003
Graz 2003 has received twenty awards by the end of November, among them the Globe Award that honours Graz
2003 – Cultural Capital of Europe as the best tourism project worldwide.
Competition

Award

Category

Green Panther 2002

Green Panther Campaign
in Gold

Work done

Agency

Logo launch “Graz, who LOWE GGK
would have guessed”

Great Austrian Poster Award Gustav Klimt Most creative
2002
Prize in Gold poster 2002

Logo launch, motive:
"Cheese"

LOWE GGK

Great Austrian Poster Award Ranked
2002
among the
top 15

City Light, motive:
"Opening"

LOWE GGK

Most creative
poster 2002

Advertising-EDward 2002

Ranked 4th

Advertisements Campaign "Who would LOWE GGK
have guessed", motive:
"University"

Advertising-EDward 2002

Ranked 6th

Advertisements Campaign "Who would LOWE GGK
have guessed", motive:
"World heritage"

Advertising-EDward 2002

Ranked 7th

Advertisements Opening motive
“Stones”

LOWE GGK

Advertisement of the Season Ranked 2nd
- Winter 2002

Services

Opening motive
“Stones”

LOWE GGK

London Midsummer Festival Award

Travel and
Tourism

Cinema and TV spot
"Graz,
who would have
guessed"

LOWE GGK

Printissimo | Emballissimo
2002 - Prize of the Austrian
Paper Industry

Paper without
frontiers

Programme book Graz
2003

FMW

Jury prize

Creativ Club Austria - Venus in Venus
Gold, Silver, Bronze
in Silver

Large and small Opening, Graz 2003:
LOWE GGK
posters, indoor, "Welcome to Vienna, the
outdoor,
nicest suburb of Graz"
larger than
2/1 sheet

Creativ Club Austria - Venus in Nomination
Gold, Silver, Bronze

Editorial

Link

Lichtwitz - Büro
für vis. Komm.
with Marcus
Sterz/Drahtzieher

E-Media Award 2003

Nomination

Culture

Website
"www.graz03.at"

decipher

Green Panther 2003

Green Panther Campaign
in Gold

Logo launch "Graz,
who would have
guessed"

LOWE GGK

Green Panther 2003

Green Panther Outdoor
in Gold
advertising

Logo launch, motive:
"Cheese"

LOWE GGK

Green Panther 2003

Green Panther Advertisement "Graz – who would have LOWE GGK
in Gold
guessed"
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Green Panther 2003

Green Panther Advertisement Logo launch
in Silver

LOWE GGK

Green Panther 2003

Bronze

Outdoor
advertising

Opening poster

LOWE GGK

Green Panther 2003

Bronze

TV/cinema

"Graz – anything goes"

LOWE GGK

Globe Award

Globe Award Best tourism
project
worldwide

Maecenas 2003 – Culture
sponsoring prize

1st Prize

Best newcomer "Art and Traffic"
project
sponsoring

Federation of
Austrian Industry

Maecenas 2003 – Culture
sponsoring prize

1st Prize

Best art
sponsoring
concept

AVL List GmbH
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Overall concept

Helmut List Hall

ALLEGATO N. 4 – GRAZ - ACCOUNTS
REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE

Graz 2003 Organisation GmbH will present balanced accounts.
The final budget of Graz 2003 Cultural Capital of Europe Organisation GmbH amounts to 58.6
million € for the period of its activity from 1999 to 2004.
REVENUE
The revenue – exclusive of sales of fixed assets – covers the following items:
Public sector*

52.2 million €

Sponsors

3.2 million €

Receipts**

3.2 million €

*

The financial contribution originally agreed with the City of Graz, the Province of Styria,
the Republic of Austria, and the EU, originally amounted to 55.5 million €. The
contributions of the Republic and the EU were reduced in the years 2001 and 2002 by 4.1
million €. This loss was compensated by the Province of Styria that increased its
contribution by 0.8 million €.

**

This item covers sales such as the programme book, tickets, merchandising articles and
other receipts (rent, lease, etc.). Without the revenues of project partners for projects
co-financed by Graz 2003.

EXPENDITURE
The expenditure will equally amount to 58.6 million €, i.e. Graz 2003 Organisation GmbH will
present balanced accounts. The expenditure includes the following items:
Projects

37.3 million €

Marketing/press/communication

13.8 million €

Current liabilities

7.5 million €

Economic impact of GRAZ 2003 – CULTURAL CAPITAL OF EUROPE
GRAZ 2003 – THE CULTURAL CAPITAL YEAR AS AN ECONOMY BOOSTER
The expenditure for the Cultural Capital year does not constitute a burden for the budget of
the City but has brought valuable economic impulses instead.

The Cultural Capital year 2003 earned the City far more than it cost in financial terms.
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The Cultural Capital project initiated additional sales of several hundred million euros and thus
created a lasting economic effect.
The financial contribution of the City’s budget to the Graz 2003 – Kulturhauptstadt Europas
Organisation GmbH is 18.2 million euros.
These expenses compare with:
·

The immediate return from the organisational budget of Graz 2003 is 9.2 million
euros,

·

whereas the expenses incurred by Graz 2003 GmbH within the City amount to
33.9 million euros,

·

and expenses by several-day tourists to approx. 21 million euros.

The financial flow generated by multiplying effects within and to the City of Graz by Graz 2003
add up to around 80 million euros, which is more than four times the City’s contribution to
Graz 2003 Organisation GmbH.
In the year 2003 alone, several day tourism generated a sales turnover (21 million euros) that
exceeds the expenses incurred by the City for Graz 2003 Organisation GmbH overall (from
1999 to 2004).
EXPENDITURE INCURRED FOR GRAZ 2003 GMBH
The City undertook to finance Graz 2003 Organisation GmbH to the amount of 18.2 million.
euros. This sum was spread over 6 years (1999 to 2004) as follows:
1999

218,019. - euros

2000

2,074,301. - euros

2001

2,180,185. - euros

2002

5,087,057.- euros

2003

4,258,600.- euros

2004

4,350,083.- euros

Expenditure incurred by the City of Graz for Graz 2003 Organisation GmbH: 18.2 million euros
REFLUX TO THE CITY OF GRAZ
The expenses incurred by the City of Graz for Graz 2003 Organisations GmbH compare to the
following direct and indirect reflux from the organisation to the City:
a) Investment
Graz 2003 Organisation GmbH invested 5 million euros of its budget in the construction
of the Island in the Mur, which has an estimated service life of at least 50 years. Graz
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2003 Organisation GmbH has thus created a magnet, which clearly enhances the City’s
reputation as a tourism attraction over the long term. The City of Graz benefits from this
investment and saves at least the same amount that would otherwise be necessary to
reach a similar effect.
b) Current expenses
Graz 2003 GmbH must pay rent amounting to 0.4 million euros to the City for the offices
used by Graz 2003, through to 2004 until completion of the project.
c) City marketing expenditure
During the years 2002 and 2003, Graz 2003 GmbH presented the City of Graz to a
European public under a completely different angle. With the slogans “Graz – who
would have guessed”, “Graz – anything goes” and “Graz flies”, the marketing
campaigns (in newspapers, magazines, TV and on the radio) were highly successful both
nationally and internationally, and have essentially boosted visitor awareness. The costs
of these city marketing campaigns amount to approx. 3.8 million euros and were
incurred by Graz 2003 Organisation GmbH to ensure a sustainable increase in awareness
for the City.
Amount of capital reflux from Graz 2003 Organisations GmbH to the City: 9.2 million euros
Expenses incurred by 2003 GmbH within the City of Graz
A major portion of the overall budget of Graz 2003 GmbH (57.6 million euros) is being and has
been spent within the City of Graz itself. This includes salaries and remunerations, payment to
project partners as well as to suppliers and service providers.
a) Personnel costs
Graz 2003 has paid out about 7.8 million euros in salaries and remuneration to its (permanent
and free-lance) personnel (including exhibition personnel etc.).
b) Payments to Graz-based project partners
A total of 24.6 million euros have been paid to local project partners (artists, cultural
institutions) and projects, thereof 20,2 million euros in Graz.
c) Payments to Graz-based suppliers and service providers
Approx. 9.5 million euros in total have been paid to local suppliers and service providers,
thereof 8.3 million euros in Graz.
Expenses incurred by 2003 GmbH within the City of Graz: 36.3 million euros.
Additional sales generated by visitors to the city in 2003
According to Graz Tourism, an increase by approx. 150,000 overnight stays is expected by the
end of 2003, a more than satisfactory figure after the record year 2002 (with 648,000 overnight
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stays). Multiplied with the average amount spent by several day tourists per night (140,– euros)
this results in an additional amount of 21 million euros generated by Graz 2003.
Amount spent by several day tourists in the City: 21 million euros.
The (additional) expenses of one-day tourists are not included, since it is not possible to
precisely determine their number for statistical purposes. The estimates, however, point to
around one million visitors.
Overall economic effects
In June 2003, Joanneum Research carried out a survey on the impact of Graz 2003 on the
regional economy. Based on the payments of Graz 2003 GmbH, the survey projected an
additional production value (sales turnover) of 45 million euros spent in Graz and its
surroundings. Of these, 41.5 million euros are spent in the city of Graz itself.
As far as tourism is concerned, Joanneum Research assumed an increase in overnight stays of
10% and had projected additional sales of 12.6 million euros in the city.
The increase in overnight stays in 2003 was, however, much higher than anticipated. By 31
October 2003, the city registered a plus of 24.8%. The additional sales turnover figure was thus
corrected to 32.4 million euros.
The mentioned expenditure incurred by Graz 2003 Organisation GmbH and the amounts spent
by tourists staying in the city add up, via multiplication effects, to an additional production
value (sales turnover) of 73.9 million euros. This is to be seen as an immediate result of the
activities of Graz 2003 GmbH within the city.
Sales turnover generated by Graz 2003 within the City of Graz: 73.9 million euros.
The sums moved by the organisational budget of 2003 thus amount to more than four times of
the monies the City spent for the Cultural Capital year.
The expenses incurred by the City for Graz 2003 Organisations GmbH do not stem from the
cultural budget.
The sums contributed by the City to Graz 2003 Organisation GmbH – in total 18.2 million euros
spread over 6 years – come from a special budget, which in no way burdens the cultural budget
but is managed by the Finance and Properties administration of the City. The portion of this
annual budget dedicated to Graz 2003 Organisation GmbH amounts to:
1999

0.03%

2000

0.32%

2001

0.31%

2002

0.67%

2003

0.54%

2004

?

In view of these ratios, any talk of a heavy burden on the City’s budget would appear to be at
the least somewhat exaggerated.
Within the framework of the Cultural Capital year 2003, the Graz-based project partners – i.e.
artists and culture creators as well as cultural institutions in the City an the projects of Graz
2003 - received a total of 28.5 million from the City’s budget. This means that more than one
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and a half times of the financial contribution made by the City of Graz went directly to the Grazbased cultural scene.
The above-described positive effects for the economy of Graz, generated by Graz 2003 GmbH,
create a potential room of manoeuvre for a possible improvement of the financial situation for
culture creators and cultural institutions in the future. In no way may this be interpreted as a
reduced endowment of the cultural budgets in the future.
GRAZ 2003 – THE CULTURAL CAPITAL IN FIGURES
Total budget 58.6 million euros
Of which:
City of Graz

18.2 million euros

Province of Styria

19.0 million euros

Republic of Austria

14.5 million euros

EU

0.5 million euros

Sponsoring

3.2 million euros

Receipts*

3.2 million euros

*without the revenues of project partners for projects co-financed by Graz 2003

Reflux to the City of Graz
Immediate reflux from 2003 GmbH to the City

9.2 million euros

Expenses incurred by Graz 2003 GmbH in the City

36.3 million euros

Monies spent by several day tourists in the city

21.0 million euros

Additional production value generated by Graz 2003 in the City

73.9 million euros

Production values induced by expenses incurred by Graz 2003

41.5 million euros

Production values induced by expenses incurred by several day tourists

32.4 million euros

Increase in overnight stays compared to the tourism record year 2002 approx.

150.000

Visitors to Graz 2003 events until end of November

2,775,271

Permanent and temporary cultural buildings erected by Graz 2003 Organisation GmbH:
Island in the Mur
Shadow Clock Tower, Lift to Mary, Mirrored City
Cultural buildings marketed as part of Graz 2003 – Cultural Capital of Europe but not financed
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by Graz 2003 Organisation GmbH
Kunsthaus
Helmut List Hall
House of Literature
Children’s museum
Stadthalle (multi-purpose event centre)
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ALLEGATO N. 5 – GRAZ - PARTNERSPONSOREN

3 S A T

3sat ist Medienpartner der Kulturhauptstadt Europas 2003
A X A

V ER S I C H ER U N G _ N U N M EH R

ES TA G

EN ER G I E

U N I Q A

G R O U P

A U S TR I A

S T EI ER M A R K

Die ESTAG ist der Energiepartner von Graz 2003
G R A Z ER

S TA D T WER K E

A G

Infrastruktur-Partner von Graz 2003 - Kulturhauptstadt Europas
O R F

Die Kooperation des ORF mit Graz 03 garantiert Kultur pur.
S H O P P I N G C I TY

S EI ER S B ER G

Die Shoppingcity Seiersberg ist der Shopping-Partner von Graz 2003Kulturhauptstadt Europas

THEMENSPONSOREN

A U S TR I A N

A I R L I N ES

H U M A N I C

A G

G M BH

Humanic und Kunst sind seit jeher ein traditionelles Begriffspaar
I N DU S TR I EL L EN V ER EI N I G U N G

S T EI E R M A R K

Industriellenvereinigung Steiermark unterstützt den Themenschwerpunkt
"Kunst und Verkehr"
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Z U K U N F T

I N DU S TR I E

K A S TN ER

&

Ö H L ER

WA R EN H A U S

A G

KASTNER+ÖHLER betreibt aktiv Sponsoring in den Bereichen Kultur,
Sport und Soziales.
DI E

S TEI ER M Ä R K I S C H E

B A N K

U N D

S P A R K A S S EN

A G

Kunst braucht Förderer: Die Steiermärkische fördert Kunst und Kultur

PROJEKTSPONSOREN

A R T

F O R

B A N K

A R T

A U S TR I A

C R EDI TA N S TA L T

B A N K H A U S

K R EN TS C H K ER

B A U M I T

B A U WI R TS C H A F T

B EN E

B Ü R O M Ö B EL

B R I TI S H

S TEI ER M A R K

K G

C O U N C I L
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C A S I N O S

C O C A - C O L A

A U S TR I A

A U S TR I A

G M B H

DO R O TH EU M

EDF

-

EL EC TR I C I TE

S TEI R I S C H E

G A B ER S Z I K

F O R D

G M B H

D E

&

C O

K G

F R A N C E

F ER N G A S

F L U G H A F EN

F O R D

A G

G M B H

G R A Z

B ETR I EB S G E S EL L S C H A F T

O H G

R EI S I N G ER

&

S O H N

A U TO H A N D EL -

U N D

I N DU S TR I EG E S M B H

G K B

-

G R A Z

G R A Z ER

EI S EN B A H N

WEC H S E L S EI TI G E

H EI DEN B A U E R

H O R N I G

K Ö F L A C H ER

M E TA L L B A U

V ER S I C H ER U N G S

G ES M B H

K A F F EE
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A G

M B H

H O R N I G

TE E

J A C Q U ES

L G

L I C H T

L EM A N S

U N D

EL EK T R O T EC H N I K

M A G N A

M ER C ED ES

B EN Z

M ER K U R

N O R S K E

I N TER N A TI O N A L

Ö S T ER R EI C H

S K O G

&

L O TT ER I EN

&

K G

I N C .

A G

G M B H

B A H N EN

S P A

S A L I S

C O

G M B H

H O C H WU R Z EN

R U B EL L I

&

V ER T R I EB G ES M B H

V ER S I C H ER U N G S

Ö S TE R R EI C H I S C H E

P L A N A I

G M B H

B R A U N S T EI N

S C H L O S S B ER G H O T EL
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G E S M B H

S O R G ER

B R O T

TEL EK O M

A U S TR I A

TO N I ' S

F R EI L A N D EI ER

WI L F L I N G

WI ET ER S DO R F E R

B R A U U N I O N

H O C H -

&

TI EF B A U

P EG G A U ER

Ö S TE R R EI C H

Z U M TO B EL

U .

A G

S TA F F

-

G E S M B H

Z EM EN T WE R K E

Z I P F ER Z O N E

Ö S T ER R EI C H
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G M B H

V ER TR I EB S G M B H

ALLEGATO N. 6 – GRAZ – CORRESPONDANCE WITH LOCAL MANAGEMENT TEAM

lunedì 24 aprile 2006 10.35
Dear Dottore Romano,
please find enclosed information in English and German which should cover the main part of
your questions.
In addition you can find detailed information about marketing and communication on our web
archive at www.graz03.at
1) Bilanz (balance) Pressekonferenz vom 3.12.2003:
2) Final press conference 27.3.2004
3) Joanneum Research 2004:
4) Joanneum Research 2002:
5) Partner, Sponsors:
With best regards, Michael Seidl
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Mag. Michael Seidl
Graz 2003 - Kulturhauptstadt Europas Organisations GmbH
A - 8020 Graz/Austria, Mariahilferplatz 2
Achtung neue Telefonnummer:
T: +43 316 872 7905
F: +43 316 872 7907
E: michael.seidl@graz03.at
http://www.graz03.at
----- Forwarded by Michael Seidl/Graz2003 on 24.04.2006 10:20 ----"Seidl Michael" <michael.seidl@stadt.graz.at>
21.04.200

To:
<michael.seidl@graz03.at>
cc:
Subject:
WG: EUROPEAN CULTURAL CAPITAL 2003

6 09:54
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Von: Dott. Toppan Romano [mailto:cedeta@dacos.biz]
Gesendet: Do 20.04.2006 09:59
An: Seidl Michael
Cc: Wilfling Angela
Betreff: EUROPEAN CULTURAL CAPITAL 2003
Dear Michael,
with reference to the letter of 3 april, I ask you to be so kind to fullfil ( with a few lines for every
point, nothing else ) the questionnaire concerning your experience of European Capital of
Culture 2003 : my lessons will take place next week and I need just a short description and the
principal data of your experience, to summarize and present it to my students in Verona
University. I don't need many things : only the basic profile.
I thank you in advance for your kindness.
Prof.Romano Toppan

----- Original Message ----From: Dott. Toppan Romano
To: Wilfling Angela
Sent: Monday, April 03, 2006 5:57 PM
Subject: Re: EUROPEAN CULTURAL CAPITAL 2003
Liebe Angela,
Ich bedanke mich bei Ihnen : ich bin sicher dass Michael die geeignete Person fuer mich ist.Alles
Gute !

Prof.Romano Toppan
----- Original Message ----From: Wilfling Angela
To: Dott. Toppan Romano
Sent: Monday, April 03, 2006 8:53 AM
Subject: AW: EUROPEAN CULTURAL CAPITAL 2003
Dear Prof. Toppan,
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we did forward your request to Mr. Michael Seidl (mailto:michael.seidl@stadt.graz.at)
who will answer your question. He was involved in the work of the European Cultural Capital
2003"
an can help you.
We hope this was of any help for you and remain
with best regards.
Angela Wilfling
MAGISTRAT GRAZ
Magistratsdirektion
Abteilung für Öffentlichkeitsarbeit
Media Center 1. Stock
8011 Graz-Rathaus
Tel.: + 43 (0) 316 / 872-22 21
Fax: + 43 (0) 316 / 872-22 79
E-Mail: angela.wilfling@stadt.graz.at
www.graz.at

-----Ursprüngliche Nachricht----Von: Dott. Toppan Romano [mailto:cedeta@dacos.biz]
Gesendet: Sonntag, 02. April 2006 11:40
An: Stadtverwaltung
Betreff: EUROPEAN CULTURAL CAPITAL 2003
Dear Sir/Madam,
I am Professor of the Culture & Cultural Tourism in various italian Universities (e.g. Verona ),
and one of the best practices I quote concerning the European Cultural Capital Event for my
students, is your experience in 2003.
This is the evaluation I wrote in the text :
" A global programme, with an integrated concept of art & culture. They involved many social,
popular and economic organizations of the town, with the scope to create a long term
improvement of its image and reputation. Their planning was clearly supported by a long term
strategy and vision, their management was participative and with a bottom up methodology,
their project financing was shared both by public and private organizations. One of the best
practices of such an Event".
I am interested to do a much better analysis of your "best practice", in order to deepen all the
main facets of your work, according to the attachment.
May you be so kind to help me with the information I request or to adress me to an expert or
the "manager" you charged to coordinate the event ?
I thank you in advance for your kindness.
Most sincerely,
Prof.Romano Toppan
University of Verona & CUOA Business School
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lunedì 3 aprile 2006 8.53
Dear Prof. Toppan,
we did forward your request to Mr. Michael Seidl (mailto:michael.seidl@stadt.graz.at)
who will answer your question. He was involved in the work of the European Cultural Capital
2003"
an can help you.
We hope this was of any help for you and remain
with best regards.
Angela Wilfling
MAGISTRAT GRAZ
Magistratsdirektion
Abteilung für Öffentlichkeitsarbeit
Media Center 1. Stock
8011 Graz-Rathaus
Tel.: + 43 (0) 316 / 872-22 21
Fax: + 43 (0) 316 / 872-22 79
E-Mail: angela.wilfling@stadt.graz.at
www.graz.at

-----Ursprüngliche Nachricht----Von: Dott. Toppan Romano [mailto:cedeta@dacos.biz]
Gesendet: Sonntag, 02. April 2006 11:40
An: Stadtverwaltung
Betreff: EUROPEAN CULTURAL CAPITAL 2003
Dear Sir/Madam,
I am Professor of the Culture & Cultural Tourism in various Italian Universities (e.g. Verona ),
and one of the best practices I quote concerning the European Cultural Capital Event for my
students, is your experience in 2003.
This is the evaluation I wrote in the text :
" A global programme, with an integrated concept of art & culture. They involved many social,
popular and economic organizations of the town, with the scope to create a long term
improvement of its image and reputation. Their planning was clearly supported by a long term
strategy and vision, their management was participative and with a bottom up methodology,
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their project financing was shared both by public and private organizations. One of the best
practices of such an Event".
I am interested to do a much better analysis of your "best practice", in order to deepen all the
main facets of your work, according to the attachment.
May you be so kind to help me with the information I request or to adress me to an expert or
the "manager" you charged to coordinate the event ?
I thank you in advance for your kindness.
Most sincerely,
Prof.Romano Toppan
University of Verona & CUOA Business School
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Chapter 6
The experience of Genua
BEST PRACTICES OF THE EVENT :
“ EUROPEAN CAPITAL OF CULTURE” 2004

“Anche le città credono d’essere
opera della mente o del caso, ma né
l’una né l’altro bastano a tener su le
loro mura. D’una città non godi le
sette o le settantasette meraviglie, ma
la risposta che dà a una tua
domanda”
Italo Calvino

Rapporto dell’evento
Percezione della città
Demoskopea, sponsor tecnico di Genova 2004, ha realizzato una indagine sulla percezione e il
vissuto di Genova, sulla notorietà e l'immagine sia di Genova città che di Genova 2004.
L'indagine, partita nel settembre 2003 e conclusasi a marzo 2005, ha consentito, inoltre, di
verificare in itinere l'andamento della campagna di promozione e comunicazione di Genova
2004.
L'indagine è stata realizzata con una serie di wave, di 1000 interviste ciascuna, rappresentative
della popolazione italiana, e da una indagine specifica sui cittadini e gli operatori economici
genovesi.
L'indagine ha evidenziato:
-

La conoscenza da parte degli italiani di Genova come sede dell'iniziativa "Capitale
Europea della Cultura" è passata dal 18% (settembre 2003) al 42,8% (aprile 2004)
Genova è percepita come una città che "ha acceso i motori del cambiamento"
Gli intervistati che hanno visitato Genova nel 2004 sono il 13%. Di questi il 32% dichiara di
aver trovato una città sorprendente, più bella delle aspettative
Genova ha abbandonato la propria immagine industriale per imboccare un nuovo
presente di arte e cultura, anche se è maggioritaria l'immagine di "posto di passaggio"
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Effetti di Genova 2004 sulla città

Per quanto riguarda gli effetti di Genova 2004 sulla città la manifestazione ha sicuramente
prodotto un cambiamento in Genova: lo pensano sia gli italiani (72,3%,) e ancora di più i
genovesi (88,5%). Tra i cambiamenti citati dagli italiani e dai genovesi ci sono soprattutto
vantaggi legati al turismo e alla cultura, infatti Genova ha usufruito di una maggiore visibilità
a livello europeo e mondiale (13,3% degli italiani e 10,2% dei genovesi), è migliorata a livello
culturale e non è più percepita come città industriale (10,4% degli italiani e 5,6% dei
genovesi), ha avuto un maggiore afflusso turistico. Inoltre c'è stata una maggiore curiosità
di vedere Genova (10,2% degli italiani e 14,1% dei genovesi) e GeNova 2004 è stata una buona
occasione di pubblicizzare Genova a livello mondiale (5,7% degli italiani e 7,3% dei genovesi).
I genovesi segnalano anche i vantaggi legati ai restauri effettuati (6,8%) e al miglioramento
delle infrastrutture e alle ristrutturazioni (5,1%). Soltanto il 6,7% del campione totale degli
italiani pensano che l'evento sia stato poco pubblicizzato e che comunque la città è rimasta
uguale a prima. In sintesi, il 66% del campione percepisce per Genova vantaggi a livello
culturale e di immagine: "Genova finalmente si è fatta conoscere e ha mostrato le bellezze
che ha sempre avuto"
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Anche i genovesi concordano con queste affermazioni in valori superiori all'85%, segnalando
anche la maggiore offerta culturale dovuta all'apertura di nuovi musei (87,5%).
La manifestazione GeNova04 non ha apportato però miglioramenti nei servizi (concordano
il 46,4% degli italiani e il 56,6% dei genovesi) e nell'accoglienza, nella disponibilità e simpatia
dei suoi abitanti (concordano il 34.3% degli italiani e il 46.5% dei genovesi).
Durabilità degli effetti
Per quanto riguarda la durata dei vantaggi e dei cambiamenti positivi nell'immagine di
Genova, gli italiani pensano che sicuramente saranno duraturi (19,5%) o potranno essere
duraturi (67,3%).
I genovesi sono leggermente più fiduciosi: il 19,4% degli intervistati pensa che saranno
sicuramente duraturi e il 71,7% che potranno essere duraturi. Solo l'8,9% dei genovesi pensa
che i cambiamenti positivi non possano essere duraturi: pensano che i cambiamenti sono
stati fatti solo per questa occasione, che sia necessario avere altri finanziamenti e incentivi
economici e che i turisti non torneranno così numerosi.Tra gli effetti della manifestazione
Genova "Capitale Europea della Cultura" si è voluto misurare anche l'effetto di
appartenenza a Genova: il 48% si sente più orgoglioso di essere genovese, mentre il 50% del
campione si sente ugualmente orgoglioso.In sintesi si conferma l'impronta positiva che ha
lasciato la manifestazione "Capitale Europea della Cultura" nella città. L'opinione è
condivisa sia dagli italiani (anche se purtroppo la conoscono ancora poco) sia dai genovesi.
Effetti sull'attività degli operatori economici genovesi
Per oltre il 25% degli operatori economici intervistati la propria attività lavorativa è
aumentata, mentre non ha subito variazioni per circa il 70%, nonostante la congiuntura
negativa lo spostamento delle crociere dal porto di Genova a quello di Savona. Per gli
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intervistati l'incremento è dovuto soprattutto all'afflusso di turisti (53.6%) e alle
manifestazioni/appuntamenti culturali (10.3%).
Una nuova immagine della città
La manifestazione è stata l'occasione per creare una nuova immagine della città: non è più
solo porto e industria ma soprattutto arte e cultura.
Gli interventi legati alle infrastrutture e i numerosi eventi culturali hanno dato a Genova
un'occasione per presentare al meglio le sue bellezze architettoniche e per diventare più
ordinata, moderna, accogliente, splendida, ricca di fascino.
Un motivo in più per tornare a vedere e a curiosare tra gli antichi carruggi e gli spazi del
Porto antico.

Il progetto di valutazione delle ricadute economiche
"Genova 2004 S.r.l." ha avviato, nell'ottobre del 2003, un progetto per valutare, dal punto di
vista qualitativo e quantitativo, gli effetti diretti e indiretti indotti dall'insieme di eventi
riconducibili a "Genova Capitale Europea della Cultura 2004".Il progetto è stato realizzato con
la collaborazione di "CONSAV", Società Consortile di imprese attive nei Servizi Avanzati e
aderenti ad Assindustria , ed aveva per obiettivo di identificare e proporre gli orientamenti da
assumere per massimizzare gli effetti derivati da "GeNova 04" sulla città, non solo nel breve ma
anche nel medio-lungo periodo.
In particolare si proponeva di:
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valutare le ricadute economiche indotte dagli eventi riconducibili a GeNova 2004
sull'economia cittadina dirette (biglietti e merchandising) e indirette (quanto speso
dai visitatori durante la permanenza a Genova)
- interpretare il bilancio complessivo dei ricavi prodotti per l'economia cittadina a
livello complessivo e di singolo evento
- individuare le motivazioni di scelta dei visitatori di "GeNova04", i comportamenti
relativi alla "scelta d'acquisto", l'evoluzione della percezione presso le categorie di
pubblico
Le fasi di indagine comprendono l'analisi del profilo quanti-qualitativo dei visitatori,
realizzato con questionari - specifici e generici - volti a comprendere comportamenti e
motivazioni di scelta (sono state effettuate 3295 interviste per 11 "grandi" eventi) e la
valutazione ricadute economiche indotte dagli eventi riconducibili a GeNova04
-

Visitatori degli eventi
Gli eventi riconducibili a Genova Capitale Europea della Cultura 2004 sono 439:
-

-

285 eventi diversi
154 convegni
Le persone hanno assistito agli eventi e ai convegni di GeNova 2004 superano i 2
milioni e 800.000 e ogni giorno quasi 8.000 persone hanno fruito degli eventi di
GeNova 2004.
Il numero dei visitatori dei Musei genovesi (esclusi i periodi in cui ospitavano le
mostre) durante il 2004 è stato pari a 380.968, quasi raddoppiando i visitatori
rispetto al 2003.
-

I visitatori degli eventi monitorati provengono per il 60% da fuori Genova.
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Le grandi mostre (Rubens, Transatlantici della natura, Transatlantici e Arti e Architettura) hanno attirato
principalmente non genovesi (con una buona presenza estera) ma importanti quote di non genovesi si sono
riscontrate anche negli altri eventi.Per gli eventi monitorati la fascia di età più rappresentata è quella
"intermedia giovane" (26-44 anni pari al 41% del campione).Esiste una tendenza media per cluster di offerta:
-

per le mostre d'arte classica si riscontra una netta prevalenza della fascia "intermedia anziana (4565)"
la fascia intermedia giovane prevale per Arti e Architettura
prevalenza delle fasce più giovani per i Festival e per Transatlantici natura
i Transatlantici si rivelano una mostra per tutte le età
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Complessivamente gli eventi monitorati sono stati fruiti maggiormente da donne (54% -conformemente
alla ripartizione demografica). L'analisi del campione fa emergere una maggior presenza femminile per le
occasioni culturali "più tradizionali", in particolare per le mostre d'arte, mentre la maggiore presenza
maschile si riscontra nei Festival (ad eccezione del Mediterraneo)

La tendenza riscontrata è quella di un gradimento diffuso per tutti gli eventi (con punte di massimo
gradimento per l'offerta di mostre d'arte).

Turismo
Il movimento turistico nazionale nel 2004 ha subito un calo nelle presenze e un lieve aumento negli arrivi.
In Italia, negli ultimi 12 mesi, le presenze sono diminuite del 2,2%, mentre gli arrivi sono aumentati dello
0,3%.
In Liguria vi è una diminuzione delle presenze e un aumento degli arrivi in misura più marcata rispetto
all'Italia.
Genova è in controtendenza rispetto al resto dell'Italia, e alla Liguria, con un aumento del +7,97% per le
presenze e del +15,82% per gli arrivi nei primi 11 mesi del 2004 rispetto ai
primi 11 mesi del 2003
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Ricadute economiche
Dall'indagine emerge con chiarezza:
il tendenziale gradimento del pubblico per gli eventi monitorati
l'importanza delle ricadute economiche che gli eventi monitorati hanno determinato sulla città di
Genova (la stima effettuata relativamente agli eventi strettamente riconducibili a GeNova 2004
ammonta a circa 220-262 Milioni di euro
- il consenso del pubblico, nelle sue diverse segmentazioni, alle "sollecitazioni culturali" avviene
secondo paradigmi non completamente riconoscibili, ma il raffronto della risposta alle diverse
"offerte" consente di intravedere una prima importante linea di tendenza: il visitatore, se
sollecitato opportunamente con un'offerta mirata e di qualità, aumenta la durata della sua
permanenza e della spesa effettuata
Dall'esperienza effettuata analizzando alcuni eventi di GeNova 2004 e in un'ottica di pianificazione futura,
emerge l'importanza di mettere a punto e utilizzare in modo sistematico strumenti di analisi e di
monitoraggio del "mercato culturale" della nostra città, anche al fine di definire:
-

-

il grado di corrispondenza fra la risposta del pubblico e gli investimenti effettuati per la
predisposizione delle diverse offerte
la validità e la rispondenza dei mezzi di comunicazione e di promozione utilizzati
l'analisi delle offerte concorrenti e le possibili sinergie

L'indagine è stata condotta applicando agli eventi monitorati una rigorosa metodologia statistica di analisi ed
estrapolando le indicazioni quantitative ottenute al totale degli eventi (sulla base della buona rappresentatività del
campione prescelto dal punto di vista qualitativo)

I valori economici ottenuti sono di rilievo, a causa di un numero di visitatori superiore alle
aspettative, e ammontano a circa 71 milioni di euro per gli eventi monitorati (escluso Salone
Nautico e Capodanno) e a circa 220 milioni di euro per il totale degli eventi di GeNova 2004
(estrapolazione prudenziale).
L'indagine ha evidenziato che:
-

La spesa media dei visitatori non genovesi risulta essere di circa 84 €/gg
La permanenza media dei visitatori in città è di 1,7 giorni
L'indotto generato dagli eventi monitorati (senza incassi da biglietteria) è pari a €
66.903.989
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Gli incassi da biglietteria degli 11 eventi monitorati sono pari a € 4.381.022.
Un discorso a parte meritano i convegni, che pur rappresentando il 2% in termini di affluenza
rappresentano il 10% in termini di indotto Infatti la permanenza media dei convegnisti sale a
2.8 giorni (1.1 giorni in più rispetto ad un visitatore di evento), con una spesa media per i non
genovesi di 200€/gg (due volte e mezza la spesa per visitatore di evento)

-

Interventi strutturali
Uno dei concetti chiave di Genova 2004, Capitale Europea della Cultura consiste nel far sì che il ruolo di Capitale
Europea della Cultura attribuito a Genova per un determinato anno non porti a concentrare ed esaurire gli effetti
benefici sulla città nell’anno in questione, ma bensì a lavorare per garantire che tali effetti durino ben oltre il 2004.
Sviluppare questo concetto significa, in primo luogo, porre grande attenzione agli interventi strutturali (per
definizione destinati a durare nel tempo), sia a quelli direttamente su strutture culturali, sia a quelli che ne
permettono una valorizzazione.
In questa prospettiva, nel maggio 2001 è stato stipulato un “Protocollo d’Intesa” tra il Comune di Genova e il
Ministero per i Beni e le Attività Culturali, dove sono stati individuati alcuni interventi ritenuti prioritari. La strategia
complessiva di questo programma di interventi, il cui importo complessivo ammonta a circa 200 milioni di euro, si
basa sul potenziamento dell’offerta culturale attraverso il miglioramento del sistema museale e del patrimonio
architettonico e sull’innalzamento della qualità dell’ambiente urbano attraverso il miglioramento della fruizione
della città in tutte le sue componenti.
Alcuni di questi interventi hanno trovato finanziamento nell’ambito delle risorse ordinarie del Ministero BAC e del
Comune o delle altre Istituzioni operanti sul territorio genovese (Regione, Provincia, Università, Autorità Portuale),
ovvero attraverso risorse comunitarie (progetto Urban II) e, ancora, attraverso il contributo delle Fondazioni
bancarie Cassa di Risparmio di Genova e Imperia e Compagnia San Paolo.
Inoltre, la legge 166/2002 permette di finanziare da un lato interventi diffusi sul territorio, dall’altro, interventi
(tipicamente, gli assi viari e il sistema del trasporto) funzionali alla migliore fruizione delle strutture culturali in
senso stretto. Tali interventi, pur fondamentali, più difficilmente trovano fonti di finanziamento; solo un
provvedimento legislativo straordinario ha permesso di renderli realizzabili. Le schede che seguono evidenziano i
principali interventi strutturali di Genova 2004 eseguiti da soggetti di versi. Occorre tuttavia precisare che, per quel
che riguarda la riqualificazione urbana, altri interventi possono non essere inclusi nell’elenco, in quanto non
direttamente funzionali a strutture “culturali” e in quanto non finanziati con fondi “speciali” di Genova 2004; è il
caso ad esempio di interventi sui giardini pubblici (giochi per bambini e altro), o di interventi sui trasporti, e altro.
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Elenco Interventi strutturali

Intervento

Soggetto attuatore

Musei di Strada Nuova
Palazzo Rosso

Comune di Genova

Palazzo Bianco

Comune di Genova

Palazzo Tursi

Comune di Genova

Palazzo Reale e edifici Vico Pace

Soprintendenza

Musei della Darsena
Galata, Museo del Mare: quartiere Galata

Comune di Genova, Società
Porto Antico di Genova

Commenda di Pré in collegamento con Musei del Mare

Comune di Genova

Quartieri Caffa, Metelino e Tabarca

Privati

Polo dei Musei e dei Parchi di Nervi
Restauro funzionale di villa Serra e dipendenze

Comune di Genova

Insediamenti culturali in Val Cerusa a Voltri
Centro di produzione artistica ex Ilva Cerusa

Comune di Genova

Palazzi storici genovesi
Palazzo dei Rolli

Privati, Comune di Genova

Palizzata della Ripa Maris

Privati, Comune di Genova

Strutture per la formazione
Biblioteca Universitaria ex Hotel Columbia

Soprintendenza

Palazzo Belimbau

Università degli Studi di
Genova

Palazzo Gio Francesco Balbi, Via Balbi civ.2

Università degli Studi di
Genova

Palazzo Giacomo e Pantaleo Balbi,Via Balbi civ.4

Università degli Studi di
Genova

Albergo dei Poveri

Università degli Studi di
Genova

Istituto Nautico in Darsena

Provincia di Genova

Altri Musei cittadini
Archivio di Stato di S.Ignazio

Soprintendenza

Museo Etnografico di Castello Albertis

Comune di Genova

Museo di Storia Naturale

Comune di Genova

Museo di Arte Orientale Edoardo Chiossone

Comune di Genova

Palazzo dell’Accademia

Comune di Genova

Museo di Sant’Agostino:opere di manutenzione

Comune di Genova
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Museo della Cultura Ebraica

Comunità Ebraica

Museo della Lanterna

Provincia di Genova

Ville e Forti del Genovesato
Villa Imperiale a San Fruttuoso: restauro volte, affreschi del Cambiaso e altri
manufatti artistici

Comune di Genova,
Soprintendenza

Villa Durazzo Pallavicini: parco e museo archeologico

Comune di Genova

Villa Luxoro a Nervi

Comune di Genova

Villa Duchessa di Galliera: restauro degli affreschi e impianto di illuminazione Comune di Genova
Villa Doria a Pegli: sistemazione del laghetto Alessi

Provincia di Genova

Villa Sauli-Podestà detta “della Baronessa” a Voltri

Provincia di Genova

Villa Serra Comago

Comune di Genova

Interventi vari sui Forti

Comune di Genova

Chiese e Cimitero Monumentale
Oratorio Scuole Pie

Soprintendenza

Abbazia San giuliano

Soprintendenza

S.Maria delle Grazie la Nuova (Casa di Paganini)

Regione Liguria,
Soprintendenza

Chiesa della Nunziata del Guastato

Soprintendenza

Oratorio San Filippo

Comune di Genova,
Soprintendenza

Chiesa San Camillo

Comune di Genova

Chiesa di San Luca

Soprintendenza

Chiesa di Santa Maria di Castello

Soprintendenza

Cimitero Monumentale di Staglieno: restauro gallerie colonnate e Pantheon
Comune di Genova
opere manutentive
Altri interventi

Soprintendenza

Riqualificazione urbana
Riqualificazione percorsi di acceso al Santuario N.S. del Monte, Bosco dei Frati Comune di Genova
Via Cairoli e piazza della Meridiana: riqualificazione pavimentazione

Comune di Genova

Via Balbi e piazza della Nunziata: riqualificazione e illuminazione scenografica Comune di Genova
Via Lomellini e piazza Fontane Marose: riqualificazione

Comune di Genova

Vico del Duca: rifacimento pavimentazione

Comune di Genova

Via Gramsci: riqualificazione

Comune di Genova

Piazza del Principe

Comune di Genova

Piazza Caricamento

Comune di Genova

Piazza dello Statuto: restauro del mercato e riqualificazione

Comune di Genova

Antiche creuze Sestri Ponente e S.Ilario

Comune di Genova

Salita Fondaco: riqualificazione pavimentazione

Comune di Genova

Piazza delle Erbe: riqualificazione pavimentazione e arredi

Privati

Castello Passeggiata A. Garibaldi: manutenzione

Comune di Genova

Via del Campo

Privati, Regione Liguria

Lungomare Lombardo

Comune di Genova
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Via degli Archi

Provveditorato OO.PP.

Forte San Giuliano

Provveditorato OO.PP.

Piazzale Resasco (Staglieno)

Comune di Genova

Ponte Sifone-Acquedotto storico (Staglieno)

Comune di Genova

Acquedotto storico (Ca’de’Rissi)

Comune di Genova

Zona “Ghetto”

Comune di Genova

Piazza De Ferrari

Comune di Genova

Viadotto Imperiale

Autorità Portuale

Passeggiata della Lanterna

Autorità Portuale, Provincia di
Genova

Via Cesarea: ristrutturazione Teatro della Gioventu’

Regione Liguria

Progetto Urban II
Urban II, progetto europeo di riqualificazione economica e sociale, si pone in sinergia con gli obiettivi e gli
interventi previsti per Genova Capitale Europea della Cultura. Urban II risponde agli obiettivi strategici che Genova
si è posta per il 2004, in una logica di rispetto e coerenza con le strategie di tutte le iniziative in atto sul territorio.
Grazie a Urban II si porterà a termine la vera e propria connessione fisica e funzionale tra il Centro Storico e il Porto
Antico, obiettivo urbanistico prioritario che ha visto prima la trasformazione urbana dell’area Expo e vedrà presto
la riqualificazione di tutte le aree comprese fra il Molo Vecchio e le Stazioni Marittime (www.urban2genova.it).

Sponsor - Partner
Fondazione Cassa di Risparmio di Genova e Imperia
La Fondazione ha destinato, negli ultimi due anni, oltre 11 milioni di euro a favore di iniziative correlate a
Genova 2004. Fra i molti interventi, il polo museale dei Parchi di Nervi, la grande mostra di Palazzo
Ducale, "L’età di Rubens: dimore, committenti e collezionisti genovesi", di cui la Fondazione è sponsor
unico e il programma culturale "Laicizzazione delle Muse".
Compagnia di San Paolo
La Compagnia offre il proprio sostegno al Comune di Genova per la riqualificazione e rivitalizzazione del
suo centro storico e per il recupero dell’antica Darsena e dell’area portuale. Un impegno per la
Compagnia di quasi 18 milioni di euro tra il 1999 e il 2003.
Amga
Pur avendo ormai una dimensione nazionale il gruppo AMGA continua ad avere radici ben salde a
Genova, città in cui opera da oltre sessant’anni gestendo i servizi di distribuzione gas e acqua: per
questo ha deciso, negli ultimi anni, di investire risorse nella promozione di eventi culturali e nel
miglioramento della città.
Coop Liguria
Promuove attività sociali e iniziative culturali legate al tema del consumo consapevole. Coop Liguria ha
avviato da molto tempo rapporti di collaborazione con enti, scuole e istituzioni e ha deciso di
contribuire, nel 2004, alla realizzazione di Genova Capitale Europea della Cultura.
Costa
Gli oltre cinquant'anni di storia della Compagnia sono strettamente intrecciati con quelli della città, dove
Costa ha da sempre la sua sede principale. Data la passione per l'arte e la sua valorizzazione, Costa
Crociere non poteva far mancare il suo sostegno a Genova 2004.
Alitalia
Il Gruppo Alitalia ha adottato un modello imprenditoriale fortemente orientato al business e al mercato.
Al Corporate si riconducono la definizione delle strategie, il coordinamento delle politiche di Gruppo e la
verifica della loro attuazione, mentre alle Divisioni Operative è affidata la responsabilità di gestione delle
attività strettamente legate al business aziendale.
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Sponsor Strutturali

AMT

Demoskopea

NGS

Sap

Fnac

Progress Fineart

Soci Club Genova 2004
Soci Sostenitori
Aeroporto di Genova
Aster
Byte Software House
Castorama
Confesercenti
Contexpan
Hotel Savoia
Job in Tourism
Jolly Verdacchi Fotografi in Genova
Instant S.r.l.
Residence Hotel del Principe
Sheraton Genova Hotel & Conference Center
Stazioni Marittime

Soci Ordinari
Associazione Ardesiaci
Berlucchi
Capurro Ricevimenti
Edward Ricevimenti
GEMI Piccoli Grandi Eventi
Madama Dorè Ricevimenti
Pasticceria Svizzera
Votre Chef Ricevimenti
Welcome Ricevimenti

Come aderire al Club Genova 2004
Perchè un Club Genova 2004
Molte piccole imprese sono interessate ad entrare in relazione con il 2004 per sfruttare iniziative di comunicazione
in cambio di sponsorizzazione. Genova 2004 ha messo a punto un "prodotto" per garantirne la visibilità: il CLUB
2004
Come si partecipa e con quali vantaggi
Vengono iscritte al Club le aziende che in denaro o in natura effettuano versamenti per Euro 5000 (Soci) e 10000
(Soci Sostenitori). Ad oggi stanno spontaneamente aderendo una settantina di aziende (singoli alberghi, aziende
professionali e di servizio, piccole società editoriali, ecc.).
Integrazioni di visibilità
Le aziende partecipanti ad associazioni, raggruppamenti e consorzi oltre a godere singolarmente dei benefit del
Club hanno l'opportunità di orientare collettivamente la comunicazione sulla base del totale raccolto. In tale veste
possono dunque diventare - anche - sponsor e mai sponsor di eventi importanti.
Sponsorizzazioni del 2004:
Soci Ordinari e Soci Sostenitori
Si tratta di due figure di sponsor che sostengono il 2004 con il contributo in denaro, o in servizi equivalenti, di 5000
o 10000 Euro. Rivestono uno status a parte rispetto alle altre tipologie di sponsor.
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L'adesione al Club in qualità di Socio (5000 Euro) da diritto a:
- Consegna di tessera di partecipazione con la dizione "socio"
- Possibilità di usare il marchio 2004 inserito nell'immagine "Club Genova 2004" con la dizione "socio" nella
comunicazione istituzionale, depliantistica ed altra pubblicistica aziendale
- Citazione sulle apposite schede cartacee quando predisposte e sul sito nell'area dedicata al "Club Genova
2004"
- Invito alle inaugurazioni delle principali mostre
- I kit sponsor completo (pin, pubblicazioni, matite, block note, magliette ricordo, ecc)
- 2 cataloghi editi sulle mostre a scelta
- Citazione su una pagina pubblicitaria locale ad inizio 2004
- Pergamena di riconoscimento ufficiale del Comitato 2004
- Citazione del nome sui tabelloni esposti a Palazzo Ducale sugli sponsor del 2004

L'adesione al Club in qualità di Socio Sostenitore (10000 Euro) da diritto a:
- Consegna di tessera di partecipazione con la dizione "socio sostenitore "
- Possibilità di usare il marchio 2004 inserito nell'immagine "Club Genova 2004" con la dizione "socio" nella
comunicazione istituzionale, depliantistica ed altra pubblicistica aziendale
- Citazione sulle apposite schede cartacee quando predisposte e sul sito nell'area dedicata al "Club Genova
2004"
- Invito alle inaugurazioni delle principali mostre
- I kit sponsor completo (pin, pubblicazioni, matite, block note, magliette ricordo, ecc)
- 4 cataloghi editi sulle mostre a scelta
- Citazione su una pagina pubblicitaria locale ad inizio 2004
- Targa di riconoscimento ufficiale del Comitato 2004
- Citazione del nome sui tabelloni esposti a Palazzo Ducale sugli sponsor del 2004
- Medaglia di bronzo di "Genova 2004"
- Invito a cocktail, ricevimenti, pranzi di gala
- Promozioni indirette quando possibile (punti informativi, segnalazioni di opportunità, ecc)
Non è consentito l'uso dell'immagine 2004 su prodotti e nella comunicazione di eventi aziendali salvo accordi
specifici.
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Chapter 7
Order of entitlement to nominate a “European Capital of Culture” and
compared evaluation of Quality

Comuni e città dell’evento
2007 Luxembourg
2008 United Kingdom
2009 Austria Lithuania
2010 Germany Hungary
2011 Finland Estonia
2012 Portugal Slovenia
2013 France Slovakia
2014 Sweden Latvia
2015 Belgium Czech Republic
2016 Spain Poland
2017 Denmark Cyprus
2018 Netherlands Malta
2019 Italy

Winner & loser
Si può valutare il modo ben diverso con cui alcune città, a livello di Municipalità, hanno saputo o
no valorizzare l’evento di “ Capitale europea della cultura “ ( evento che è promosso
dall’Unione europea). Ed è su un punto così qualificante che si sono visti effetti molto positivi in
alcune città e mediocri o quasi nulli in altre, secondo il “tipo” di intelligenza strategica dei loro
leaders proprio nei confronti di questa forma di “ patto territoriale “ o di “ marketing
territoriale integrato”, sotto il marchio della cultura :
Tipologia 1 : Evento estivo
Atene 1985
Firenze 1986
Parigi 1989
Un festival estivo, con un certo numero di eventi artistici, principalmente basati sul patrimonio
culturale. Nessun marketing internazionale, periodo breve, pochi o nulli investimenti a lungo
termine e pochi sponsor. Risultati : mediocri.
Tipologia 2 : Festival tutto l’anno
Amsterdam 1987
Dublino 1991
Madrid 1992
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Un festival tutto l’anno, focalizzato sulle arti con alcuni eventi internazionali. Qualità buona, ma
penetrazione modesta sul mercato per mancanza di marketing, buchi di pianificazione
strategica, scarsi investimenti e base finanziaria essenzialmente locale. Risultato : sufficiente.
Tipologia 3 : an art city
Berlino 1988
Anversa 1993
Buona pianificazione, idea-forza : “ una città d’arte “. Un programma artistico ben pianificato e
internazionale, lungo tutto l’anno. Strategia per stimolare la produzione artistica. Management
centralizzato e professionale, con base finanziaria sulla città, e il supporto significativo di
sponsor ( partnership su un Progetto Integrato Territoriale ?). Risultati : buoni.
Tipologia 4 : anno della capitale culturale
Glasgow 1990
Graz 2003
Genova 2004
Un programma globale e comprensivo di un concetto esteso ed integrato di arte e di cultura.
Inclusione nel concetto di molte strutture sociali, popolari ed economiche della città, con la
prospettiva di creare un miglioramento di lungo termine dell’immagine e della reputation
della città. Pianificazione di lungo termine e gestione con la partecipazione di gruppi e
associazioni locali. Project financing pubblico/privato. Risultati : ottimi. Da imitare.
Tipologia 5 : una capitale culturale
Copenaghen 1996
Sviluppo di una strategia di lungo termine per il miglioramento e il riposizionamento della città.
Orizzonti progettuali oltre il 1996, coinvolgimento della popolazione locale e degli imprenditori,
stimolo ad iniziative educative e di reti culturali, ricadute anche infrastrutturali permanenti e
migliorative su tutta l’area metropolitana. Fondi da una vasta gamma di fonti. Risultati : di
eccellenza, durevoli e da “ benchmarking “ ( first in class) , sotto il profilo del nostro approccio
integrato per lo sviluppo locale. Da copiare.
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Altri casi di transizione all’economia dell’intangibile : dal fordismo al post-fordismo :
Un altro tipo di analisi per il nostro campo di osservazione, sono le città che sono letteralmente
“ rinate “ : dal manifatturiero in declino all’industria culturale e dell’intangibile.
Gli esempi più eclatanti a livello europeo ( per il momento ) sono stati :
-

TILBURG ( area nord Brabante-Olanda ) : dalla monocultura tessile a incubatore di varietà
produttive moderne e creative :
BILBAO ( Paesi Baschi – Spagna ) : da città fordista e di industria pesante a città postfordista e “leggera “ ;
LEICESTER ( East Midlands – Gran Bretagna ) : da città grigia e insignificante a “city full of
surprise” (così ha scritto nella delibera quadro il Consiglio Comunale ! ).

Annex n.1
Contacts for the Event “European Capital of Culture”
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Annex n.2
EU Commission’s desk officers for the EU initiative Capital of Culture:

1) Mr. J-P. Gammel
DURECTORATE GENERAL EDUCATION AND CULTURE
Unit 2 - Policy Officer European Capitals of Culture
+(32) 2 2997705
2) Ms. J.Pacaud
DIRECTORATE GENERAL EDUCATION AND CULTURE
Unit 2 - Programme Manager – European Capitals of Culture
+(32) 2 2984644
General Director of the Unit 2 is Mr. Jan Truszczynski.

Relevant contacts with other officials of past capital of culture:

1) COPENAGHEN
Lisbeth Vibeke Skjødt
International Coordinator
City of Copenhagen - Culture and Recreation Administration - Art & Culture
Flæsketorvet 68, Postboks 217
1501 København V
Telefon 33 66 38 33 - Telefax 33 66 38 10
E-mail liskjo@kff.kk.dk
2) GLASGOW
Ms. Bridget McConnell
Executive Director (Culture and Sport)
Bridget.McConnell@glasgow.gov.uk
3) GRAZ
Mag. Michael Seidl
Graz 2003 - Kulturhauptstadt Europas Organisations GmbH
A - 8020 Graz/Austria, Mariahilferplatz 2
T: +43 316 872 7905
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F: +43 316 872 7907
E: michael.seidl@graz03.at
4) BERLIN
Jorg-Ingo Weber
Ritterhufen 5 a
14165 BERLIN
Tel.: (030) 84722830, mobil: 0151.11660876
Email : joerg-ingo.weber@t-online-de
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ANNEX N. 3 - REFERENCES
MACROAREA 1 CULTURAL CAPITAL
WEB-SITE

CULTURAL
CAPITAL
Bergen Cultural Capital
2000

www.bergen.kommune.no/kultur/

REPORT
Bergen’s successful years as
European city of culture in 2002
European Cities and Capitals of
Culture. Pdf.
Part One and Two

Graz Cultural Capital
2003

www.graz03.at/
www.graz03.at/servlet/sls/Tornado/web/2003/d
esign_e/5E6541BEABC509A6C1256B7200382247

Genova – Cultural
Capital 2004

www.genova-2004.it

Lille (France) Cultural
Capital 2004

www.lille2004.com/

Cork (Ireland) Cultural
Capital 2005

www.cork2005.ie/home/default.asp

Patras (Greece) Cultural
Capital 2006

www.patras2006.gr/en/

Report on the Greek nomination for
the European capital of culture 2006

www.luxembourg2007.org/

Report on the nomination from
Luxemburg and Romania for the
European Capital of Culture 2007

Sibiu
(Romania) Cultural
Capital 2007

www.sibiu2007.ro/

Sibiu Hermannstadt European Capital
of Culture 2007 – Application
Proposal Febbraio 2004

Liverpool (United
Kingdom) Cultural
Capital 2008

www.liverpool08.com/

Report on the nominations from the
UK and Norway for the European
Capital of Culture

Luxembourg Cultural
Capital 2007

Stavanger (Norway)
Cultural Capital 2008

www.stavanger2008.com/

Pecs (Hungary),
Cultural Capital 2009

www.pecs2010.hu/index.html
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